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Mrs. Ward Bushart Elected Festival
President; Dale Set For 1967 Event

A royal ruler will soon
have a prince consort
:it her side.

A }loyal Consort For Princess Vicki
The beautiful princess, beloved
by thousands of loyal subjects of
two hemispheres, within a - year
will share her province with a
dashing, young Army officer and
together they will live in a kingdom of happy memories.
That's the way the fairy tale
would read, but with our own Vicki
Hurd. the immediate past ruler of
the International Banana Festival,
and the reigning beauty of Tennessee, it's almost a modern day version of same.
Vicki Lynn says she will marry
Sam Bartholomew Jr., a recent
West Point graduate, within a year.
"We haven't set a date yet,"
said the pretty, blue-eyed blond
who was second runnerup in the
Miss America Pageant last year.
"Barty has his military obligations

and I have to finish my year as
Miss Tennessee."
Miss Hurd and Bartholomew, a
Kingsport native, have been dating
about five years, she said. The two
have known each other since junior
high school.
Bartholomew, captain of last
Year's Army football team, is the
son of Sam Bartholomew Sr., who
was captain of the Tennessee football team which played Southern
California in the 1939 Rose Bowl.
The younger Bartholomew is
scheduled to leave Wednesday for
duty as a second lieutenant at
Mannheim, Germany.
Vicki is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Hurd of Kingsport.
The wedding announcement has
brought rejoicing among Vicki's
loyal subjects.

Mayfield Plans
Heart Clinic
For The Poor

I didn't know that a pat on the
back could be such a blow to the
equillibrium. Tuesday night at the
meeting of the board of the Banana
Festival. where I placed the gavel
of the Banana Festival into the
good hands of Sara Bushart, my
dear ole friend Dub Burnette said
some nice things about my work
with the Festival ... and you know
I just didn't know what
what .
to say. I couldn't swallow the knot
in my throat, but alas I was
simply speechless when James
Butts suggested, and the board
agreed, that a .plaque be inscribed
to me as a memento.
The Banana Festival is a labor
of love for me; to get commended
for doing it, in such a way, makes
me feel right ashamed that I didn't
do more. But I will, because our
Festival is one of the most worthwhile efforts in America today. It
deserves all we can give it and
more.
Sara Bushart has a great group
of people working with her on the
beard. Connie Pawlukiewicz, "the
calm, the efficient, the unbeatable,"
has been employed as full time executive secretary, so it looks like
there's fun and excitement ahead
for the ole home-town.
If I were not going to continue to
be associated with Connie in the
work of the Festival, I would write
a great farewell testimonial of
gratitude to her for all the long and
pleasant hours we have spent together doing Festival work. But
since I shall go right on working
with her as chairman of international relations I will say that if I
ever worked with a finer, more
competent, more understanding,
more dedicated, more long suffertog and loyal friend I don't know
it.
Soft-spoken, hard-working and
extremely well read, Connie is the
strong stem that has kept the
wheels of the festival organization
moving. She kidded me one time
about making five executive decisions in three minutes.
Perhaps that's true, but what she
didn't add is that she had carried
out the decisions in two minutes,
making that a total of five decisions made and executed at the
rate of one a minute.
She's a wonderful person and I'm
glad it's my privilege to call her

Mend.
tContinued

Pugs' aright,

On Thursday, December 15. a
one-day heriet clinic for medically
indigent adult patients will be held
in the Graves County Health Department, Mayfield.
The clinic will be conducted by a
medical team headed by Dr. Leonard Leight, Associate Professor of
Medicine at the University of Louisville Medical School, and Director of the Cardiovascular Laboratory at Louisville General Hospital.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Heart
Association, the State Department
of Health, the U. of L. Medical
School, and the county health departments, the clinic provides a
diagnostic service for each patient,
along with recommendations for
treatment and management of the
case. Opportunity will also be provided for the physician referring
the patient to consult with the
clinician regarding his patient, and
no patient will be admitted without
a written referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the clinic
are being underwritten by KHA
and the State Health Department.
In addition, the state and county
health departments will provide
space and equipment as well as the
assistance of their medical personnel.
The clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Living-,
ston, Marshall and McCracken
Counties.
DEVILS PLAY SHARON
The Red Devils basektball team
of South Fulton will play Sharon,
there, on Friday, December 9th.
On December 10 they will play
Dresden, at home; also on December 13 they will play Kenton, at
home.
BULLDOGS Vs. CARLISLE CO.
The Fulton Bulldogs will play
basketball against Carlisle County
High School in Carr gymnasium on
Friday night, December 9. The Bteam will play at 6:45 p. m., with
the A-team playing immediately
following.
PEPPERMINT SALE!
Students of South Fulton school
are selling giant peppermint sticks
for $1.00 each, with proceeds going
toward buying a new trophy case
for South Fulton gymnasium. The
Student Council is in charge of the
sales, assisted by Gilbert's Super
Market.
BAKE SALE(
A bake sale Saturday morning,
December 10, at the Fulton Electric
Building will be sponsored by the
Junior High MYF of the First
Methodist Church. The proceeds
will be used for their Christmas
service projects.

Mrs. Ward Bushart, chairman of the Twin Cities
Development Association, an active civic leader and for
the past two years the chairman of the highly successful "Salute To Industry Day" during the Banana Festival, Tuesday night was elected president of the International Banana Festival Association. Mrs. Bushart, who
is also chairman of the Banana Festival Center area,
Fulton's urban renewal project, has served as second
vice-president of the organization for the past year.
--Meeting at the Chamber'of Commerce office with
the newly appointed representatives of the thirteen local civic and cultural groups that form the Banana Festival's board, Mrs. Bushart took over the office held for
the past two years by Mrs. Paul Westpheling whom
Mrs. Bushart has appointed as an advisor to the board
for the international relations program.
Other officers elected by acclamation were: Foad
Homra,first vice-president; John Sullivan, second vicepresident; Mrs. Lcrene Harding, secretary and Leon
Johnson, treasurer.
The incoming officers set September 27-30 as the
date for the Festival next year, with auditions for talent
contestants to be held prior to those dates if necessary.
The new pres- Jent also named as
advisors to tae board experienced
and veteran Festival workers
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, W. P.
Burnette and Sonny Puckett. Mrs.
McDade and Mr. Burnette were
officers of the founding Banana
Festival organization in 1963, who
with Mrs. Westpheling and Nathan
Wade, the first president., visited
the officers of the National Banana
Association in New Orleans to
"sell" them on the idea of the annual event.

Bushart called on all citizens to join
in the effort to expand the Festival's program, diversify its activities and to lend the vital local
support needed to bring about it's
continued success. She named committees to look into several program phases needing contracture]
agreements early in the year.
At the close of the meeting Mr.
Burnette spoke for the Festival
boards and local citizens in expressing gratitude and appreciation to the retiring president for
her work through the years in connection with the Festival's program
and administration.
"Two years ago the Festival was
dead and broke. We owe a lot to
Jo for her leadership in bringing it
to the position it is today," Mr.
Burnette said. James Butts was
appointed to secure an appropriate
pl..que to present to Mrs. Westpheling for her Festival service.
Members of the board of directors and organizations which they
represent are: Mrs. B. Ward Bus- hart, Twin Cities' Development;
Mrs. Lorene Harding, B&PW Club,
Expressing her appreciation to F. A. Hamra, Y. M. B. C.; John
the new and old board members Sullivan, Lions Club; Leon Johnpresent at the meeting, Mrs. West- son, Rotary Club; Mrs. J. T. Nanpheling reported on the financial ney, Woman's Club; Paul Kasnow.
Merchants
Association;
condition of the Festival and ex- Retail
tended thanks to those,present and Charles Schraeder, Elks Club; T.
inoutside
citizens
and
E.
Wade,
Civitan
chat:
Kenneth
local
to all
terests who had cooperated and Stanley, Jaycees; Ilarold Henderworked diligently to bring the Ba- son., Cliamber of Commerce; Lawnana Festival into the scope of in- son Roper, American Legion; W.
ternational prominence and ad- W. Jetton, South Fulton Boosters;
miration.
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor of Fulton:
On assuming her new office Mrs. Rex Huddle, Mayor of South Ful-

Starling to niake as) "fifth the finest." Mrs. Ward nusnal7, irignt) the
newly elected president of the International Banana Fe;tival is shown
here with two of the people who will serve as hair "top bananas" for the
coming year. They are first vice-president Foad Homi'a and executive
secu-stary Connie Pawluiriewict.

B&PW Meeting
Enjoys ITAliday
Party At Derby

PAUL BLAYLOCK

Paul Blaylock
Named To Top
College Roster
Paul Blaylock has recently been
selected to appear in Who's Who
Among Students in ismerican Universities and Colleges for 1966-67.
Student scholarship is the primary criterion for selection. Other
participation
considerations are
and leadership in academic and extracurricular activities, citizenship,
service to the school and promise
of future usefulness. They must be
classified as juniors or seniors.
Paul also has recently been elected president of Mu Epsilon Delta
(pre-medical fraternity) and as
parliamentarian of the Student Senate at the University of Tennessee,
Martin, where he is a junior in premedicine.
Re is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Blaylock, who live at 405 Williams Street in South Fulton.

The Fulton-South Fulton Business and Professional Women's
Club held its Christmas meeting at
the Derby Tuesday night, December 6.
Following a delicious turkey dinner, Mrs. Ruth Scott, president,
was in charge of a brief business
session. Plans were completed for
the tour of homes decorated for
Christmas, which will be held next
Sunday, December 11.
An entertaining Christmas program, in charge of the Sunshine
and Music committees, was enjoyed by all present. Pamela Grooms,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Grooms, sang "Silver Bells" accompanied by Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards. She also led in group singing of several songs. Gifts were exchanged in a nos-el manner.
One guest was present, Mrs.
Ginny Like of Murray, daughter of
Mrs. Reva Shelton.
Hostesses for the meeting were
Mrs. Rita Adams, Mrs. Elizabeth
Caldwell, Mrs. Farrah Graddy,
Mrs. Agnes Turner and Mrs. Gusale Vincent.

In addition to her activity with
the Banana Festival and other
civic programs, Mrs. Bushart is
serving as secretary of the Fulton
Industrial Association. She IS a
lifetime member and a former
president of the West Fulton PTA;
a former president and a member
of the Fulton County Medical Auxiliary; a past president and a
member of the Auxiliary to the
Kentucky State Medical Association. She is a member of the Fulton Woman's Club.

So Solly, Folks!
It's that time of the year when
advertising crowds out news ...
next week we'll try to publish the
pictures we took of the beauty
revue and other local events.
- - - the eds

Famed Cospel Team To Perform Al
South Fulton Baptist In January
The gospel music team, Bette
Stalnecker a contralto and recording artist, and her husband, Ed
Stalnecker. a lay evangelist and
song leader will he at the South
Fulton Baptist Church at 7:30
p. m.. January 4-8. With them will
be their accompanists. David and
Carol Tyson, another husband-wife
team who play the piano and organ. Rev. Gerald Stow will bring
the message each evening.
This team is well-known throughout the United States, having

traveled aproximately 80.000 miles
per yam- in more than thirty states
and in Europe. They completed a
concert tour of Western Eurooe
and the lirdish Isles in December
last year.
The group travels with its
n
equipment. ,Trailers arc used to
carry the organ and piano, and
other equipment includes stereo
sound service, lights, phonograph,
records, tracts, Bibles, literature
and clothes.

Home And Garden
Meeting Is Friday

The Home and Garden Department of The Fulton Woman's Club
will meet tomorrow (Friday) afternoon at 2 p. m. at the Woman's
Club. The theme of the meeting,
which is charge of Mrs. Henry
Hanna and Mrs. F. D. Phillips, will
be "Deck the Balls".
Christmas gifts and decorations
will be displayed and each member
is to bring one or more items for
the display. This will be in charge
of Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs. R. A.
Fowlkes and Mrs. Floyd Martin.
Hostesses for the meeting are:
Mrs. W. S. Atkins, Mrs. Gene
Baker, Mrs. Joe Johnston, Mrs.
Hunter Whitesell, Mrs. E. E. Pittman, Mrs. John Earle and Miss
Mrs. Bill Holland, President of Mary Martin.
the Fulton County Homemakers
Association, will preside at the annual meeting of the group on FriDIRECTORS ELECTED!
day morning, December 9, beginThree new directors were elected
ning ..at 9:30 a. m., at the First
at the annual meeting of the FulMethodist Church.
Guest speaker will be Miss Gail ton Country Club Monday night,
Mayer, McCracken County CR with the president, Max McDade,
Club member, who has just return- conducting the business meeting.
ed from six months in Turkey as They were David Homra, Ray
an IFYE. Miss Mayer will tell of Fulghum and Mrs. Joe Hall, who
her experiences living in homes of were elected for three year terms
her host families in Turkey. She and replace Charles Binford,
will 'use slides to illustrate her George Moore and Mn. Thomas
presentation.
Mahan.

Mrs. Holland Presiding
Al Homemakers Meet

The Stalnecker Gospel Music Team

Drew Pearson- - -

Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, December 1, 1966
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(SEE EDITORIAL)
BY DREW PERSON
AND JACK ANDERSON

A PRAYER FOR THE BLIND

Henry Ward Thinks Kentucky Deserves More Than
Huckster For Governor, But He Got Trapped Too!

WASHINGTON — There is one
all-important lesson to be learned
from the recent election: The time
has come for the public to look behind the slogan. The time has also
come for Congress to limit the milhams of dollars spent to spread slogans and create images.
Electing a governor or a senator
has become a question of selling a
candidate with the same Madison
Avenue techniques with which you
sell underarm deodorants.
The secret of political success is
not-in letting the public know what
a candidate stands for, but in hiring the right public relations firm.
And that Pit firm may decide that
the easiest road to victory is to
hide what a candidate stands for,
not advertise it.
• • •
BOB DRESSER and Hal Evry,
partners in one very successful
Los Angeles PR agency, won't take
a political client who doesn't score
at least 120 on I. Q. tests, but his
party principles are of no concern
to them. "Political party doesn't
mean anything at all any more,"
Dresser told us. "One half of one
percent of the people are bound by
the party. We go after the other
99e. percent."

Lord, I have never seen the stars,
Or the beauty of the earth,
The faces of the ones I love;

Politics, as if you didn't know it,
is a rather strange, hazardous, unpredictable and yet exciting arena of activity in which to be engaged. We
love it, in spite of the fact that our
dentist commented the other day that
we have to get our front teeth repaired more often than any patient he
ever heard of.
The reason being of course that
we get them battered in more often
than anybody else, for one reason or
another.
But be that as it may, we follow
the political game rather closely, Currently we are keeping our ears close
to the ground in connection with the
gubernatorial aspirations of our longtime, very close friend and former
fellow newspaper columnist Henry
Ward. Henry you know is seeking the
Democratic nomination for Governor
in next May's primary.
For as long as we've been in Kentucky, and long before, Henry has
been a vital force in the progress and
development of West Kentucky and
the Commonwealth. As a hard-hitting
newspaper reporter for the Paducah
Sun-Democrat, a legislator, Commissioner of Conservation, an executive
in the Louisville Chamber of Commerce and as Commissioner of Kentucky Highways, which he recently
resigned to become a candidate, he
has distinguished himself as an able
administrator and a hard task-master,
never assigning a job to a subordinate
that he wouldn't and couldn't do himself.
A fellow who has lived in a goldfish bowl for so long and whose assignments demanded a firm course of
action, Henry Ward inexorably has
made some enemies along the way.
Even in making what few
enemies he has Henry Ward has distinguished himself, for the most vociferous condemnation we've ever
heard of him (and from politicians
mostly) is that "he's too durned honest to be in politics." Strange as it
may seem, courage, honesty and integrity are not always the greatest
attributes for a candidate to have, especially if they stick out like a sore
thumb as they apply to Henry Ward
and his fantastic records of accompl ishments.
Take for instance the memorandum sent out by Candidate Ward this
week to all his friends in the communications media. Working like _
fury to get his campaign moving, establishing a platform based on his record. Henry has been reading, as we
have, that a young fellow from Lexington has hired a public relations
firm, with a reported $3,000,000.00
slush fund, to win the Democratic
nomination for governor.
What the 42-year old Lexington
businessman stands for, or against,
may come later, or never, his early,
vigorous campaign vaguely hints. But
that doesn't seem to matter to the
public relations firm that intends to
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second class postage paid at Fulton, Ky, MG.

trap the public in a maze of jingles,
with the jangle of money into the
jungle of governmental confusion.

I have been blind from birth:
But I am deeply thankful,
Though denied my sight;

The fellow's name is Trapp, by the
way. He's good looking, he's wellheeled, his father-in-law is one of the
world's richest horse breeders. Trapp
has never held public office, views
city and county public officials as
"courthouse politicians" and doesn't
intend to do any political stumping,
hand-shaking, or visiting with the
voters, personally.

I want my life to glow
With an inner sight.
I thank you for lilac blooms,
Of new-turned earth in spring,
The pungent smell of leaf smoke,
For all the birds that sing;

Trapp intends to use television,
newspapers and direct mail media to
get his votes. Who knows, he may
even start doing a commercial with
Mrs. Olsen and that really ought to
perk up the governor's office, if he's
elected.
But it's like we said . . . Henry
Ward is an honest fellow. He thinks
Kentucky deserves more than a
super-huckster in the governor's
chair and says so. Perhaps it may
have been wiser for Henry to have
ignored Trapp, because calling attention to the "gubernatorial candidate
in the gray flannel suit" is just what
the fellow is after anyhow . . . public
attention. It appears that Trapp has
captured Henry's attention, just as
Trapp hopes he will capture the attention of thousands of Kentucky
voters, as did Ronald Reagan and
George Murphy in California.
Nobody knows better than the
merchant who buys it, that advertising pays. To get advertising from a
gentlemen like Henry Ward and Drew
Pearson (see column on this page) indicates that Trapp's public relations
firm ain't so dumb after all.
For this time we're going to let
you know what Henry Ward thinks
about Trapp, because it's what we
think too, but utiless we get our "per
inch rate," we're not going to do it
again, and we hope Henry ignores
this guy right out of the race.
Here's Henry Ward's memo:
TO:

The Press, Radio, and
T. V.

FROM:

Henry Ward

SUBJECT:

Is Kentucky a Sucker

And for the sound of music
That falls upon my ear,
And children's happy laughter
So beautiful to hear.

And heaven illumes my view,
That I behold a welcome smile
That comes, dear Lord, from You.
—Mrs.Kelly Francis, Stanford.

1

Ilikmg7 C©
By Brenda Rowlett

This week We shall have a look
at some of the new books that
have been received from the Department of Libraries in Frankfort.
RIDDLF,S, RIDDLES, RIDDLES
by Joseph Leeming. You'll join in
the fun as soon as you open this
sparkling and unusual book. Joseph
Leeming, who really knows what's
funny, has scoured the country for
the best and most entertaining riddles, charades, enigmas, conund.
dums, number and word games.
He's come up with a selection that
has been tested on young people
and proven enormously popular—
and which has kept his publishers
in stitches ever since the manuscript has arrived at the office!
Here's the perfect book to keep at
hand for a party, to take to camp
or on a picnic—or to read just for
fun.
.WHY THE RUSSIANS ARE THE
WAY THE ARE by Benjamin Appel. The author of this book recently spent a year of research in the

Soviet Union and Europe. On his
return he asked school children
throughout America what they
knew about Russia and what they
would like to know. Obviously the
word Russian means many things
to many people. Most young
Americans have only a vague knowledge of the Soviet Union, its people and its history.
Mr. Appel has described the Russian people from the time they
were a land of barbaric warring
tribes, through the reigns of the
tsars and the revolutionary movements against them, to the present. He makes it very clear that
Russian history did not begin with
the 1917 Revolution; that 1000 years
of recorded history of oppression
of the people by the tsars and
nobles preceded this uprising and
gave it its impetus.
Russia as we know her today is a
vast amalgamation of more than
ten nationalities. It is the largest
nation in the world, covering one-

for Hucksterism?
During the twenty years
that I was a newspaperman, I
was taught that I had responsibility to my readers. I was taught
-to believe in old-fashioned
ethics — that I had an obligation
to seek out the truth, and to tell
the people the truth. I have carried these teachings into my activities as a public official.
These thoughts went through
my mind when I read a recent
article by Drew Pearson, a copy
of which I am attaching. He calls
attention to something that has
been developing in this country.
This is the trend to attempt to
sell candidates for public office
like advertising firms build up
campaigns for underarm deodorants or soap.

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
4.••••.•

December 6, 1946
Parking meters in Fulton are out for a while, at
least, for members of the City Council failed to take a
vote of the proposal to install meters on a month's trial
basis. Opponents were out about 70 strong at Monday
night's meeting and voiced their disapproval of parking
meters as a means of collecting additional revenue for
operation of the city.
The South Fulton fire department truck was called
out early Tuesday morning to the Hallet Rose home,
which was ablaze. The fire originated from an exploding oil stove and both house and furniture were almost
totally destroyed.

Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All
Wook ly P

Around"

Address all mail (subscriptions, change of in$
dress. Forms 3111) to Post Office Per 307 Fut.
ton, Kentucky, 43041.
Subscription Rotes: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Went end
Weekley Counties, Tenn, Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sates Tax.

The people of Kentucky
ought to think of electing _a Governor as hiring someone to run
their business. This is my approach to the campaign. I invite
you to seek out the facts about
my record, my aptitude, and my
qualifications for the office.
Henry Ward

William H. Ward,son of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ward of
Fulton, was united in marriage with Miss Mary Elizabeth Dossett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dossett of
Paducah. The ceremony was solemnized November 22.
The Earle Hotel, formerly the Usona Hotel of this
city, is now owned and operated by the Earle Hotels,
Inc. Dewey Southworth, the new manager, and his family have now located in Fulton. Mr. and Mrs. Southworth have two children, Ray 6 and Dean 4.
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This means a candidate may buy
a million dollars worth of television but never debate. As Evry put
it: "Clients who campaign least
win the most votes."
The agency won a state senate
(Continued on Page
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The partners also won't permit
the clients to do any political
stumping. "The days are gone of
those tedious rounds of coffee
klatches attended by 11 people who
are already on your side," said
Dresser. "We believe in exposure
but on our own terms."

Grant when my life is over,

A member of Ens Kentucky Press Association
Successor of various weeldy papers In Fulton
Ow first of which was founded in 101110.

by the Hucksters
for the Hucksters!

Three)

sixth of the world's land surface,
yet the United States has more
than twice as much arable land.
Russia was the first country to
send a man into space, but she has
miles of unpaved roads. Air travel
is excellent and efficient but few
people own private cars. Readers
of WHY THE RUSSIANS ARE THE
WAY THEY ARE will surely inctease their understanding of the
people and the nation.

only suggests menus, it tells the
beginning cook, step by step, what
to do and when to do it so that
everything's ready at once. All recipes and directions are completely
up-to-date, specifying modern food
products and cooking appliances.
Experienced cooks as well as beginners will find much that's new
to them in LET'S START TO
COOK.

LET'S START
TO
COOK;
NEVER-FAIL RECIPES FOR BEGINNERS by Nell B. Nichols.
LET'S START TO COOK is a cookbook for beginners—all beginners.
Inquisitive teenagers, intrigued
both by the science of cooking and
the fun of playing hostess. Girls
and boys, measuring and stirring
simple recipes under Mother's
guidance. The beginner who starts
with this book will never give it
up. The recipes will be her standbys even when she's a homemaker,
for the foods are family favorites,
recipes to relish as well as learn
by. There's good variety—among
the book's 16 sections are recipes
for cookies, cakes, pies, meats and
main dishes; salads, sandwiches,
snacks, cooking over coals and
vegetables.
The meal planning section not

KENTUCKY HERITAGE
by
Katherine Wilkie and Elizabeth
Moseley. The authors of KENTUCKY HERITAGE believe that
the history of their state is one of
the most interesting stories that
can be told. The events which
shaped the development of the
state are presented clearly and accurately, but this book includes
much more than important facts.
The authors belitve that the study
of history must take into account
the ideas, hopes, accomplishments,
and disappointments of the people
about whom you will read. Their
aim has been to write about the
people who helped shape Kentucky's history in such a way that
you will think of them and understand them in the same way you
think and feel about people you
know.

Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Barnes announce the birth of a
fine baby boy, born December 4 in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Matthews announce the birth
of a baby girl December 3 in the Fulton Hospital.
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Mrs. Claude Muzzy will report to Fort Lawton,
Wash., on December 16, to sail for Tokyo, Japan, where
she will join her husband. He is with General Douglas
McArthur's headquarters and has an apartment ready
for his wife, who expects to be there two years or more.
Picked Up Around Town:"The trouble with foreign
politics," says Kellie Lowe, "is that it doesn't work out
according to plans of those who have nothing to do with
it."
Frank Clark can't understand why onions don't
have stirring battle songs.
H. H. Bugg says he can't help wondering where all
the meat came from when the price ceilings were lifted.
CHESTNUT GLADE: Chestnut Glade ladies club
met with Mrs. Harvey Vaughan with Mrs. Stalla Nanney as co-hostess last week in an all-day meeting. Fifteen members and four visitors attended.
DUKEDOM: Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Stafford announce the birth of a son at Jones Clinic on Friday, November 22,
PILOT OAK: A sumptuous dinner at the Chas.
Hainley home was enjoyed by a large family reunion on
Thanksgiving Day. Fifty-three members of the family
were present.
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DREW PEARSON—
(Continued from pee. Two)
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seat for one client with no more
campaign than the constant bill,
boarding of the slogan, "Three
Cheers for Pat Mulligan."
Next year, Dresser and Evry
will promote an unknown Democratic businessman, David Trapp,
for Governor of Kentucky. They
expect the campaign to cost $3
million, of which they will take a
20 percent cut.
The technique is to poll the voters to find out not what the country needs but what the people
want. This is like running a school
by taking a poll of students as to
which courses are the easiest, then

140 Broadway, South Fulton
•
Phone 419-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
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fixing the curriculum according to
the students' wishes. Or it's Like
taking the 'IV ratings which find
Westerns, crime thrillers, and rock
'n' roll to be the most popular,
then gearing -the entire network's
program to please the lowest common denominator of the public
taste.
• • •
THERE IS A DANGER to democracy in selling candidates on
the open market like soap. In the
first place, it- requires millions of
dollars. Only a few wealthy candidates, or candidates willing to put
themselves in hock to wealthy
backers, can afford this kind of
campaign.
Second, by using slogans and
simplicities a Ronald Reagan can
be sold to voters on a good-guy appeal alone. His political convictions, which should be the true test
of this qualifications, are covered
up.
Never before has it been so Important for Congress to set up new
standards to govern election campaigns. Otherwise we will become
not a government of the people, by
the people and for the people, but
a government by hucksters and for
hucksters, with the people voting
according to Madison Avenue images, not integrity.
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Use a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer,. to meet other operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advantages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low Interest Coili...rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convenient Torms...repayment is scheduled when you
sell crops or livestock and have the money.
Personal Service...PCA is owned by the people who use
it... your loan makes you a member-owner.
There are other benefits—reasons why more than a halfmillion people look to PCA for money to meet expenses.

Nbledit

roduction
ssociation

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association

JOHN P. WILSON
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Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and at the evening service
following B. T. U. meeting. A nice
attendance was had at each service.
Grant Bynum was in Jackson,
Tenn., at the Madison County
General Hospital Friday for his
check-up. He is doing nicely, according to the report of his surgeon. All friends will be glad to
hear of his improvement.
We regret to hear of an auto accident of Mrs. Dan McClain and
three children, who reside in
Cadiz. Mrs. McClain is suffering
from a crushed knee, while the
youngest child suffered critical injuries and was rushed to Nashville
for treatment. Mrs. McClain is the
daughter-in-law of Rev. and ...Mrs.
Jack McClain, and we hope she
and her children will recover very
soon.
Funeral services were held at
Jackson Funeral Home in Dukedom Sunday afternoon for Miss
Emma Petty, who passed away at
the Obion County Hospital after a
lengthy illness. Rev. John Best officiated. Burial was in the Sandy
Branch Cemetery. Only nieces,
nephews and cousins survive this
fine lady.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
were Sunday visitors in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Basil Mathis, who
reside in Kentucky, just across the
Kentucky-Tennessee State Line
road.
Wess Jones has improved since
our last write-up and is able to be
out some. Be attended church at
New Salem the past Sunday.
Ray Bennett is back at his home
on Northwood Drive in Huntingdon, Tenn. ,after a five weeks stay
in Kennedy Veterans Hospital in
Memphis, where he underwent
surgery. He wishes all to know how
much he enjoyed his get-well
cards, which were numerous.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Mathis returned home last Monday from a
Thanksgiving holiday visit with
children, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Gene Mathis in North Carolina.
They just left a few hours before
the big snowfall there, and report
a very nice visit.
Henry Me-Bee isn't feeling so well
at this time and has been in the
home of children, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Vincent, near here. He is in
bed a portion of the time, and
every good wish is extended that
he will improve soon.
Rev. and Mrs. Jack McClain
have returned home from the bedside of their daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Dan McClain, and children, who
sustained injuries in an auto-train
accident in Cadiz last week. Some
better reports are had on the
youngest son, who was so critical.
He is in a Nashville hospital and
doctors are more hopeful at this
time that he can survive.

Mrs. Emma Oldham passed away last Friday night at the Obion
County Hospital. Funeral service
was at Jackson Funeral Chapel
Sunday afternoon, with burial in
Sandy Branch Cemetery.
J. T. Brundige had surgery at
the Obion County Hospital last
week and is improving satisfactorily.
Members of the Couples Club
hoonred Cecil Barber with a birthday supper last Saturday night.
Those enjoying this occasion so-ere;
Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell, Mr.
and Mrs. Wylie Sims, Mr. and Mrs.
Ches Morrison, Mr. and Mrs7 Dal
Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Brundige, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan.
Fifteen members of the Chestnut
Glade Club attended the County
Demonstration
Home
Club's
Achievement Luncheon in Dresden
on December 3.
A delicious dinner was prepared
by the school cafeteria and served
by the Beta Club members under
the direction of Mrs. Shanklin.
The Chestnut Glade members received a blue ribbon for achievement, due to the cooperation of all
members; also, a blue ribbon for
the secretary's book, due to the
diligent efforts of the secretary,
Mrs. Wayne Grissom. The club
was recognized as having the most
members attending each meeting
during the past year.
Mrs. J. T. Ellis was given special
honor by being seated with 25 club
members who joined her Herne
Demonstration Club before-1925.
Among them were Mrs. Myrtle
Temple, Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs.
Orvin
Morrison,
Mrs.
Fred
Vaughan
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Vaughan. Ten members of the
club reecived advanced reading
certificates.

Dear Friends.
On Thursday, December 1st, the
sun was brightly shining and
around noon it looked like spring
itself when beautifully dressed
ladies started converging on the
Derby Restaurant for the Fulton
County Medical Auxiliary's seventh
annual luncheon-style show.
The luncheon tables were most
attractively decorated in
the
Christmas theme by Billy and Ann
Flowerland, Joy Lynn Flower and
Gift Shop, Mac & Fay Flower Shop
and Scott Floral Shop. A delicious
luncheon plate was served followed by the outstanding style show,
narrated by Mrs. Bob Peterson,
and featured the following stores
and models: Clarice Shop, Miss
Dee Fields, Mrs. Bill Fosset and
Mrs. Max McDade; Dotty Shop,
Miss Gail Bushart and Miss Darlene Roberts; Elizabeth's, Mrs.
Charles W. Binford and Mrs. Hendon Wright; Grisham's Men's
Wear, Ronnie Bennett and John
Reed; K. Homra Department
Store, Miss Debbie Homra and

Miss Sally Hall; Jack and Jill
Shop, Scott Miller and Miss Leigh
Ann Weaks; L. and S. Store, Miss
Michelle Homra and Miss Valerie
Homra; The Leader Store, Miss
Cathy Coleman and Mrs. Wendall
Wade; Tiny Toggery, Rick Cardwell and Miss Leigh Ann McAlister; P. H. Weaks and Sons, Mrs.
Wilbourn Allen, Miss Marianna
Weaks and David Dunn.
The Auxiliary would like to take
this opportunity to thank the participating merchants and models;
Southside Drug for securing door
prizes from L. S. Dubois Son &
Kolb Bros. Drug Co. and McKessen
(wholesale drug companies) and
The Leader Clothing Store for a
door prize and City Drug Co. for
the individual favors. Also thanks
are this to Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Company for the speaking system.
Mrs. L. C. Logan for furnishing
the lovely Christmas music, S. P.
Moore and Company for rubber
treading for stage and the Derby
Restaurant and waitresses for
their many courtesies.
Door prizes were

Sterling Bennett, Mrs. Porter Pillow, Mrs. H. R. Goulder and Mrs.
Hilda Baker.
Thanks again!
Mrs Glynn Busharr
BREATHITT NAMES THREE!
FRANKFORT — Governor Edward
T. Breathitt has reappointed three
members of the State Advisory
Council on Mental Health. They are
Mrs. John Serpell, Louisville, and
Jack Stith and Samuel deck, both
of Danville. Jack M. Bolton, Frank.
fort, was named to the council for
a term ending June 30, 1969.

Save 25% of your fuel.
Have 6 inches of Fiber Glass

400 Main

Bill Taylor

PHONE 472-1517

won by Mrs.

LOSE WEIGHT
Get amazing results when you take
our product called SLIMODEX. Nu
prescription needed. You Must lose
ugly
fat
or
your money
back.
SLIMODEX is a tablet and easily
swallowed. No starving, no special
exercise, no harmful drugs. SUMO.
OEX costs $3.00 and is sold on this
GUARANTEE: if not satisfied for any
reason. Just return the unused portion
to your druggist and get your full
meney back. SLIMODEX is sold by,
EVANS DRUG STORE, Fulton — Mail
Orders Filled

Action People know how to save time,steps.
In seconds, they can find any product, any
service they want. And the most convenient place to get it. Action People shop the
Yellow Pages.

Yes ... Home gifts are the best, especially
when you choose them in a store that knows.

Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky

These suggestions are for family gifts ...

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

big, imoortant, and beautiful. Come in and
browse. We'll gladly hold your gift for future

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

delivery.

- - - FROM YOUR

Butte -- Knit
•
•
•

"MERRY CHRISTMAS
FURNITURE STORE"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
41!
a
•
•
•
•
•

Matched Costume for
Unmatched Elegance.
by Butte Knit. 3-piece
double-knit fine wools.
Several smart styles in
white, lilac, coral, turquoise, champagne and
navy. Sizes 8-20.

•
•
•
• OPEN EVERY NIGHT rTIL
•
CHRISTMAS STARTING
a
FRIDAY, DECEMBER Stch
I/
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Come to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY for unusual styling, "different" furniture
gifts that you won't find elsewhere. Low prices,
too, and budget terms ...and remember, a gift
for the home is one that will keep on "giving"
after Christmas is gone.
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Cleveland Johnson

DEATHS
Mrs. Patti M. Barnette

Cleveland Johnson died suddenly
from a heart attack Saturday, December 3, at his home in Cuba.
Funeral services were held in the
Cuua Church of Christ on Monday,
December 5, with Bro. 0. D. McKendree and Bro. Edwin Prater
officiating. Burial, in charge of
Jackson Funeral Home of Dukedom, was in the church cemetery.
Mr. Johnson, 79, was a retired
Graves County farmer. He was the
son of the late John H. and Sara
Frances Wade Johnson, and was a
member of the Cuba Church of
Christ.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lou
Bell Johnson, and two sons, James
Johnson of Cuba and Garvin Johnson of South Fulton; one brother,
Jack Johnson of Akron, Ohio; one
grandson and one granddaughter.

Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wishing Happy Birthday to the following friends:
December 9: R. L. Harris, Carrie
Nell Laird, Chuck Williams, Mary
Jo Pawlukiewicz; December 10:
Mark Caldwell Fields, Donnie
Green; December 11: Jonell Ballew, Jane Graves; December 121
Dorothy Minor, Mark Hayes Russell;
December 13: Dorothy Freeman,
Stanley Jones, R. Q. Moss, Chuck
Pawlukiewicz, Alice Wilson; December 14: Donna Joan Elliott,
Harold Cashon, Charles Pawlukiewicz, Mary Frances Jones; December 15: Michael Hutchens, Debbie
Rozzell.

Funeral services for Mrs. Patti
Mae Btimette were held Monday,
December 5, in the Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church, with Rev.
LaRoce Brown and Rev. L. E.
Moore officiating. Burial, in charge
of Hornbeak Funeral Home, was in
the church cemetery.
Mrs. Burnette, 76, died on December 3 in the Baptist Memorial Hospital at Memphis, following a long
illness. She was the widow of Clyde
Burnette, a well-known Fulton
County farmer, who preceded her in
death on November 22. 1962. She
was a member of the Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
VETS AIDE COMINGI
Surviving are three sons, W. P.
H. S. Miles, contact representaBurnette and N. W. Burnette of
tive of the Kentucky Disabled ExFulton and Rev. Cecil Burnette of
Service Men's Board, will be at the
Murray: two daughters. Mrs. If. L.
Fulton Chamber of Commerce
Mrs.
Bob
Hixson of Fulton and
from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m., DecemCovington of Knoxville; eleven
grandchildren and four great
The following were patients in ber 16, to assist veterans and their
grandchildren.
the Fulton hospitals on Wednes- dependents with claims for benefits due them as a result of their
day, December 7:
military service.
-HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Russell Boaz, Mrs. Nettie
Mrs. Emma Oldham Pettie died Miller, Mrs. Earl Curd, Mrs. Larry RETIRED WORKERS TO MEET
in the Obion County General Hos- Workman, Mrs. Carl Milam, Mrs.
The West Ken-Tenn Chapter No.
pital Friday, December 2, following Ray Hunter, Mrs. Dorothy Mc- 793, National Association of RetirIting illness .
Knight, James Sims, Fulton; Joan ed Civil Employees will meet at
Funeral services were held Sun- Woodruff, Mrs. Clifford Arnold, Jr., the Gateway restaurant at
Martin
day afternoon, December 4, in Mrs. Norris Dame, Mrs. Eunice at 11:30 a. m., December 13.
U. S.
_fackson Funeral chapel at Duke- James, South Fulton; Ray Mc- Representaitve Robert A. (Fats)
dom, with Rev, James Best, pas- Whorter, Mrs. Robert Hammonds, Everett
will be guest speaker. A
tor of the First Baptist Church of- Jr., Clinton; Bill House, Route 1, plate lunch will be served at noon.
ficiating. Burial was in Sandy Clinton; Mrs. Johnnie Gray, Route Members and friends are urged to
Branch Cemetery.
2, Fulton; Rickey Glisson, Water attend.
Mrs. Pettie, 94, was born in Valley; Mrs. Earl Mullins, Wingo.
Weakley County, the daughter of
KENTUCKY PAINTER
the late Van B. and Judy Frances
Frank Duveneck (1848-1919), outFULTON HOSPITAL
Chambers Oldham, and was the
painter, sculptor,
Jerry Scribner, Carol Heithcock, standing American
widow of Robert Pettie. She was a
etcher and teacher, was born in Covmember of Sandy Branch Primi- Gene Howard, Vick Henderson, ington, KY.
Mrs. Bert Newhouse, Mrs. Mary
tive Baptist Church.
Surviving are a sister-in-law, Sensing, Mrs. J. W. Elledge,
OH BARD-WELLI
Mrs. George Oldham of South Ful- Sherry Easlep, Fulton; Mrs. Rich- Bardwell, Carlisle murky seat, deton, with whom she made her ard Gossum, Mrs. Archie Hornsby, rived its name from a bored well
home; five nieces, Mrs. Paul Butts, Mrs. Odell Travis, South Fulton; there, which supplied trains with
Mrs. Anna Lamb and Mrs. Calvin Mrs. Onie Mae Hicks, James water.
Thomas of Fulton, Mrs. Ida Head Browder, Route 1, Fulton; Loney
of Martin, Mrs. Lettie Pierce of Anderson, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Orlando, Fla.; three nephews, Paul Louis Thompson, Mrs, Harvey
head of El l'aso, Texas, Wilford Pewitt, Mrs. Lewis Barnes, Route
Head of New Orleans and C. M. 4,.. Fulton; Mrs. Herman Parks,
Route 5, Fulton; Patti Carter,
Thompson of Earlington. Texas.
Wino; Mrs, Doris Dockery, Carl
TB licked? Not by a long shot. Stroud, Crutchfield; Mrs. Fred O'Each month more than 100 Ken- Neal, Route 1, Clinton; Wayne
tuckians break down with the dis- Riley, Mrs. J. B. Byrn, Water Valease. You can help stamp out TB ley; Mrs. Vernon Oliver, Teressa
Oliver, Route 3, Hickman.
by using Christmas seals.
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$15 WAVE $1.50
$20 WAVE $10.00
$25 WAVE $12.50
8OPERATORS
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Mrs. Emma Pettie
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PLAY
BILLFOLD
BINGO at
YOU
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FOR CHRISTMAS

$1000.00

PLUS INSTANT CASH AND
A & P PRODUCT PRIZES
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
One FREE Game slip Per
Store Visit To Each Adult

EXTRA rAM SLIPS TO
HELP YOU WIN
BJLLFOLI
BINGO.
/(7.)
100
GAME
G-63

Ji

A FEW Of The MANY WINNERS IN THIS AREA
Edmond Khourie
Kenneth Vaughn
Willie Cruse
Mrs. Ruby Thompson
Earl Plumley
Camilla Kendall
Seldon Peeples
G. B. Baird
Mrs. Mayme Merryman

KING SIZE COKE
FULTON COCA-COLA
BOTTLING CO. INC.
FULTON, ICY.

You'll also like our Orange, Grape,
Strawberry, Sprite!

Fresca.

BR

Time Is Flying! Only 15 Days Left
For Mailing That Christmas Cheer

FIRST WATER
Cedar Grove Spring, near Frankfort, was the soture of the first public water-supply system in Kentucky.
Established in 1804, the system
Utilized wooden pipes to transport
the water to the city and the State
penintentiary.

MEETING
The Fulton Homemakers Club
will meet today (Thursday) at 10:30
a. m. in the home of Mrs. tiarrY
McKinney, on the Martin Highway,
for the annual Christmas party
All members are urged to glen('
and bring a guest.

ter mail service at this time of the
year.

SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I

GROW WITH FULTON I I I

What Happened To... Is Title Of Old Photograph
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Postmaster Joe Tress reminded
Fulton and South Fulton residents
today that there are only 15 mailing days before Christmas.
"While that may seem like a long
time to most people, it is frighteningly short to those of us in the
Postal Service," he said. "Postmaster General Lawrence F.
O'Brien has predicted that well
over eight billion pieces of mail
must be delivered between now
and Christmas Eve, a new record.
"We are asking everyone to start
thinking about their Christmas
shopping and mailing now. If all
the holiday mail were to hit the
postal system at one time, it is obvious that we'd have difficulty delivering every piece on time."
Mailing early and spreading the
mail flow out along the entire preChristmas season is the key to bet-

Last year the public cooperation
was "tremendous," according to
Mr. Treas. Virtually every piece of
holiday mail was delivered before
Christmas Day. This year the increased volume because of the continuing strength of the economy
we are hoping to see that fine cooperative spirit again.

SHOP THESE

GIFT VALUES
From CLARICE SHOP

Postmaster Tress offered these
mailing tips.

CLASSIFIED ADS
rv ANTENNAS: We Install —
['rade-repair and move. Get our
soces. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
thine and electric floor PeUsher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

WE RENT - - Hospital bet's
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FITRN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

• Use ZIP Codes on all mail.
- ZIP Codes are more important
than ever this year.
• Prepare your gift list right
away. The earlier you do your
shopping, the better chance you
have to get exactlk what you
want while the stores are still
full of merchandise. That way
you can mail earlier too.
• Be sure to have enough -boxes,
wrapping
tape, string and
"Turning Back TM Clock.,. Or How Have The Years Treated Our Friends" is the title of this picture,
paper on hand.
Harry F. DeZonia brought us the abov• photo as an item that would cause a lot of interest to the home• Wrap your packages well. InThe photograph was autographed "To My life-long friend, H. F. DeZonia from Bob Binford." As far
folks.
clude sufficient padding. Remember, that your parcel may as the two old friends could determine the indentification of the individuals, as they looked in 1914, is as
be shipped in a mail sack with follows:—Left to right, front row: Jim Royster, (not identified); Theo Chenault, Ernest Powers, Henry
a set of the encyclopedia riding
Paris, Robert Johnson, Elizi• Lee Cook, (not identified); second row: Mildred Huddleston, Stella Killebrew,
on top.
Albert Ferguson, (two not identified); Madeline Newnouse, not identified, John R. Grace; third row: not
• Include a card or piece of identified, Eleanor Kirkland, John Goodie Strange, Harry Fields DeZonia, 011in Williams, Robert Whitehead,
paper inside the package with
On fourth row only one prson, George Milner, third from left, was identified.
your name and address and Horace Myers, unidentified.
that of the person you are (How about helping us to identify the "unknowns" — The Eck).
sending the parcel to in case
the wrapping should be loose
first-class postage on greeting
and come off. That way, you
cards. This assures their being
can be assured your gift will
. forwarded if the recipient has
not wind up in the dead parcel
moved. Cards that are undeoffice. Also, insert a list of the
liverable will be returned when
package's contents.
you include a return address
• Address your gifts and greeton the envelope. The Post OfDepartment has issued a
fice
ings clearly so tnat postal
special five-cent Christmas
workers will have no difficulty
stamp which will help to decoin reading the destination. Use
rate your holiday mail.

You'll Say they're dellcionsf

FOREST NO EVIL!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

When the first settlers came to
Knetucky in 1774, they found a magnificent virgin forest. It covered an
e3tirnated 25 million of the 26 million acres of land in Kentucky and
contained more than 70 commercial
species of trees.

Fulton. Ky.

Lake Street

• Pajama and Robe Sets
" Gown and Robe Sets
• Half Slips
• Gowns
• Slips
" Hose
• Jewelry
• Coats
" Sweaters
• Slacks

•
"
•
•

Handkerchiefs
Pants
Robes
Skuffs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gloves
Dresses
Suits
Skirts
Blouses
Linens

Numerous Other Gift Items
Make Your Selection Early

CLARICE SHOP
is Ready to Serve You
and Will Gift Wrap Free of Charge

OW QUART LIQUID

PURE
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BOILED
CUSTARD

OFF -THE-CAR

SA LE

IS THE BEST

Thur. - Fri. - Sat. Dec. 15 - 16 - 17
• ••
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:14011t0IIN11. MILK. CCIAM,
AND VANILLIN, AN AlttiFICIAL ItAvColl
Attio.CIA1 Cocoa ADOtO

PROFIT
BUILDER

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
OFF THE CAR!
MR. FARMER: You can purchase some
of your next year's needs NOW,
and if you pay for them before
January 1st they are deductible
from this year's income. Take
advantage of this opportunity!

Selling lust one
more pig from a
sow makes 30%
more profit per litter!... and the New Wayne Sow
Blox Program can cut pig embryo
losses enough to add that extra
pig. New Sow Blox are bite-size
blocks of enriched balanced sow
nutrition. No mixing; just scatter

on ground; each sow gets her fair
share without waste. We will be
glad to show you how the Wayne
Sow Blox program can work for
you.Coma In today.
WAY Ni
FEEDS

During The Coming Holiday
Season -• - Why Not Give
Yourself -And Your Family
A Treat With

This car will be located at the

BUTTS MILLING CO.
BROADWAY STREET
IMP'

SOUTH

FULTON

PURE MILK CO. BOILED CUSTARD
479-2641

The Company That Introduced The Boiled Custard To The Dairy Industry

Feed Grain Program Is Best Plan
For Getting Good Returns In 1967

With JIM PRYOR
Ierkeismmt Omni. 1114.1% C4.1rell 111•11,00

ADULT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE MOVES FORWARD

A farmer's best assurance of
getting good returns from his feed
grain crops is to take part in the
1967 feed grain program, Freeman
M. Hockensmith, Chairman, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation State Committee, said today.
Program provisions for nc .t
year encourage the planting of a
larger acreage of feed grains. Corn
and grain sorghum are again included in the 1967 program, but
barley is not. So a program participant will be able to produce more
of the feed grains in 1967 and at
the same time his crop income
will be protected by the price-support loans and payments available
to participants.
A widespread participation in the
program, too, will mean feed grain
supplies which are in balance with
demand, thus serving to stabilize

Vocational agriculture for adults
has made another move forward.
the latest expansion- was in Sep'ember of this year when Mr. Staney DeBoe took the responsibility of
Lyon, Caldwell and Trigg Counties.
This program allows intensive
raining for the adult farmer who
.vants to keep astride rapid developments of modern agriculture.
Mr. DeBoe was agriculture
teacher in Lyon County for many
.ears. I worked with him before
2oming with the Illinois Central
tailroad and admire him very
ouch for his sincerity, vigor, and
teaching technique.
I was interested in his remarks
m his .Trigg County class one eve-ling. I had assisted him by holding
t soil testing demonstration. Since
the class was very new Mr. DeBoe
was outlining some of the objectives.
First, he was going to let the
class members decide what they
would discuss. This was to be done
.vith the questionnaire and then
'saving the committee to decide
which subjects would be taught.
Next Mr. DeBoe emphasized the
changes in farm machinery and
their expense. He indicated they
would discuss this at their next
meeting. He felt it was his obligation to inform the class as to what
farm machinery was available for
today's agriculture.
With this philosophy, Mr. DeRoe's classes are headed for success. It is unfortunate that here in
the Purchase Area Sc have but one
such program and only in Calloway County.
For the most part vocational
agriculture teachers are doing an
outstanding job. They cannot however, teach every day and supervise their boys properly and have
an adult class too. This means
something has to be cut short.
The problem of feeding Americans become more complex and
expensive with each season. Our
giant dinner table expands each
day. We must be prepared to set it
properly.

both market supplies and prices
and to avoid building up a surplus.
Farmers will be able to qualify
for price-support loans and payments on their 1967 corn and grain
sorghum crops by signing up to
take part in the 1967 feed grain
program and then diverting 20 percent of the farm's feed grain base
and meeting other general program provisions.
Growers on small farms (with
feed grain bases of 25 acres or
less) will be eligible also for diversion payments equivalent to 20 percent of the total county support
(loan plus price-support payment)
for the first 20 percent of the base
acreage diverted and 50 percent of
the support on any additional acres
diverted, up to the total base.

HARVEST ALMOST COMPLETE
During the past few days a large
number of Obion County farmers
report they have finished harvesting their 1966 crops. From most
reports, it appears that county
corn yields per acre are lower,
soybeans yields up slightly and cotton yields per acre down sharply
from last year.
Obion county Farmers are scrapping their cotton fields 11014 trying
to complete their yields, but most
are finding their yields a lot lower
than last year, we find a few fields
where the yield and quality is so
low that the farmers are not even
going to the trouble of trying to
pick the fields. Cotton classed for
Obion county last week dropped

sharply in grade. Light spotted and
The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 8, 1966
spotted grades made up 68 percent
of the samples classed and the
nation will have a cow and c
staple length was also shorter. The
sale at Brownsville on Friday, Dee,
amount of low mike cotton also In9.
creased last week.
The last feeder pig sales for the
Also cotton growers should be re- year will be next week when a sale
minded to vote on the research and will be at Lexington, Tenn., on Dr. fbibert Straus, chairman of
promotion order. This ballot has Dec. 13, and a sale at Brownsville the University of Kentucky Departbeen mailed to cotton producers on December 14th.
ment of Behavioral Science, has
along with the marketing quota balbeen named chairman of the Nalot. This ballot should be mailed FARM DATES TO REMEMBER tional Advisory Carivnittee on Alcoback to ASC office between Dec.
holism. The 18-member panel will
Dec. 9 - West Tennessee Angus
5th and Dec. 9th.
OW a key role in the development
Brownsville.
Sale
Wheat is still being seeded and
of a major federal program of reDec. 10 - Ames Plantation Bull search, eckicatien and professional
from all reports Obion County now
has the largest acreage of wheat in Sale - Grand Junction,
training to combat alcoholism.
the history of Obion County.
Dec. 13 - Feeder Pig Sale - LexObjectives of the program are to
ington.
DON'T FORGET
assure that the beat possible treatDec. 14 • Feeder Pig Sale - inert and rehabilitation set-vices are
Purebred cattle sales in the next Brownsville.
mane available to alcoholics and to
few days include 39 performance
Dec. 15 - Annual Meeting - 0- find effective ways of preventing
tested Angus bulls in the Ames bion County Livestock Association. alcoholism.
Plantation Sale at Grand Junction,
Tenn., on Saturday, Dec. 10, 1966.
The West Tennessee Angus Asso-

UK Professor Heads
Advisory Committee

Signup under the 1967 feed gram
program will take place early next
year.

* FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
208 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Of all the
ireat Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.
Try it.
9°
I

VPT
6 years old.

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof
Bottlerl-ln-Bund. Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.

Your Family of Hickman - Fulton Counties Electric Cooperative
Corporation is always ready and eager to discuss your situation

Call us today and learn just how inexpensive and easy an electrical
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'The Johnson home is ready for winter. Low-cost electric heating will keep the
family snug and warm when the temperature drops. Good lighting in every nook
and corner will keep die house cheerful on dark winter nights. Special study lighting will help Jim and Margie whiz through their homework.
In the all-electric kitchen, Mrs. Johnson's array of appliances will help her prepare the piping hot meals that the family likes in cold weather. Cleaning up after
these meals will be easy with her electric dishwasher.
An electric washer and clothes dryer are in the laundry, ready to do the extra
washes that winter and school bring. A quick-recovery electric water heater furnishes
plenty of hot water for these washes — and for the family's personal needs.
The Johnsons use a lot of low-cost electricity. But they consider its cost a sur-•
prisingly low payment for a comfortable, pleasant home during the winter months.
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Hickman-Fulton Rural
Electric Co-Op, Inc.
WITH MAIN OFFICE IN HICKMAN, KY. — PHONE

236-2521
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Senior Girls
To Take Tests
In Homemaking

A number of well written books
have been published about this preSenior class girls in the high
Occupation of the American people
with "status seeking" and they are school here will be among more
quite revelatory of our way of life than 500,000 throughout the nation
who will sit in classrooms Tuesday,
and mood of thinking.
There is a story of a certain man December 6, to take a written
who drove around in one of the hot- knowledge and attitude test dealtest and most humid of our resorts ing with homemaking.
One of these may go on to earn a
this summer with the car windows
up tight. The reason he endured $5,000 college scholarship from
in scholarships available.
$110,000
this self-imposed Turkish bath on
wheels was because he wanted his National runners-up will receive
friends to think he had an air-con- $4,000, $3.000 and $2,000 scholarships, respectively. State winners
ditioned car.
will be awarded $1,500 grants with
People buy homes which they
$500 awards going to state runners
cannot afford, install gadgets they up. Their
schools will be presented
do not need, wear clothing that is sets of Encyclopaedia Britannica
downright uncomfortable as well by
Britannica, Inc.
Encyclopaedia
as unattractive, eat food which Local winners will be presented
they do not like (and often cannot specially designed silver charms
digest), read books they do not en- and will have their test papers enjoy or understand and go places tered in state competition.
they would rather not be—simply
The girls here are among those
because these things have become in approximately 15,000 public,
equated with success and status in private and parochial schools which
our inflated manner of living.
are participating in the 1967 Betty
Our living habits—buying habits Crocker Search for the American
—even our eating habits—these Homemaker of Tomorrow. The
things are determined by the peo- program is sponsored by General
ple around us and whatever people Mills, Inc.
say about us ,they shall not—indeed
Next spring, State Betty Crocker
must not say we are different from Homemakers of Tomorrow, each
our fellows or else we dare not accompanied by a school advisor,
show our faces in public.
will be guests on an expense-paid
Whether our children initiated educational tour of historical
this craze, or whether they inherit- shrines in Washington, D. C. and
it from us, only history will re- Colonial Williamsburg. The trip
cord, but it begins when they start will culminate with a dinner at
to school. They must have haircuts which the 1967 Betty Crocker Alllike the other boys, their shoes American Homemaker of Tomormust be the latest fad. The girls row and her runners-up will be
must wear what the other girls announced.
are wearing, and they begin to wear
Judging for national honors is on
make-up while they should still be the basis of the original test scores
playing with dolls, simply because plus personal observation and inall the other girls are doing it. This terviews during the tour. The procraving for conformity begins often gram is the only national scholarin early childhood—but when it ship competition exclusively for
gets to the place that what other high school senior girls.
people are doing determines our
General Mills Inc., launched the
individual character or lack of it program in 196,4 to emphasize the
.. then red flags are waved mad- importance of homemaking as a
ly.
career. The Betty Crocker Search
If the crowd is going to church is on the approved list of national
we go to church, but if church go- contests and activities of the Naing is outmoded then we stay at tional Association of 'Secondaryhome. If low living is the accepted School Principals. Science Reway, then we gladly pay its high search Associates, Chicago, precost, both in terms of money and pares the test and also has charge
in terms of our deteriorated well- of scoring and judging.
being. If sobriety is the mood of
the moment, then we can be as
BUTCHER RE•ELECTEDI
sober as judges, and temperate as
FRANKFORT — State Forestry Ditea-sippers.
L. Butcher has been
Those who have dared to be dif- rector Gene
elected to a second term as chairferent have been the ones who
States ForSoutheastern
the
of
man
have advanced our country to the
est Fire Compact Commission. He
level it now enjoys. The truly great
previously served as chairman of
people stand out because they have
the 10-state compact in 1959. T. 0.
something noteworthy to stand for.
Helm Louisville, an advisory memThe dignity of man according to ber of the compact by appointment
all our religious creeds lies in the of Governor Edward T. Breathitt,
living image of God, and not in the was elected to its executive commitimage of other people. Spiritually, tee. The commission selected Lake
which may be defined as seeking Ckanberland State Park as the site
to live in God's image lies in the of its 1967 camp to train forest fire
seeking to have the spirit of God, fighters. Member states are Kenand in making the aims and pur- tucky, Virginia, West Virginia, Tenposes of God the dominating aims nessee, North Carolina, South Caroand purposes of our own existence. lina, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida
Jesus gave the simple and practi- and Alabama.
cal admonition when He said,
"Seek ye first the kingdom of
heaven and all these things will be
added unto you." This means in
plain words, bringing our thoughts,
habits and action into harmony with
God's plan for your life. The poet
has spoken of "sun crowned men
who live above the crowd", this is
the crying need of our day and
times. Status-seekers are doomi.d to
frustration and failure, fointatus
and position continually ,cede
into the background, and we
achieve them only to find-that
standards and rules have changed
again.
It is a fashionable phobia, and
most of us are engaged in it, but
it is a dangerous one, and all of us
would do well to avoid it. It produces much tension and the sterility of our day. As Jesus has warned us, it is far better to live a life
which is pleasing to Gbd, for no
man can please God and the crowd
at the same time.

Worship at the Church of your Choice

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested Ir This Community.
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St.

Dial 472-1412

MARINE OIL COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

West State Line
Phone 471-9086

Cut flowers

Green florist supplied
Dial 479-1371

NEW DIRECTOR!
FRANKFORT — James 0.-RMerts, an administnstive assistant in
the State Commerce Department, is
the new director of the Kentucky
Industrial Development Finance Authority. He succeeds Richard L.
Houpe, resigned. The authority is
the official State industrial lending
agency, making loam to local development foundations for construction of manufacturing facilities.

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff members on duty at all times.

231 Main St.

Phone 472-1341

2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.

E. W.James & Son Supermarkets
Htekman, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Saints Fulton, Tenn.

Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Oretinflelll, Tema.

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
Hickman, Ky.

In Operation 46 Years

3.B. MANESS & SONS

Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472439

.
"Live Better Illocirkelly

Greenfield Monument Works

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1111t1

us for •II your Insurance needs

Fulton Insurance Agency

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
Gr"nii"

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
,ntiquits

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.1..,
Kentucky As..,

Fulton

Phone 471-147i

Excellent Peed
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Veneklasen Is
Awarded Honor
For Scout Work

NOTEBOOK—

assistant
Veneklasen,
Glenn
scoutmaster of Troop 43 and an active volunteer scouter for 20 years,
was presented a plaque for his outstanding work in the district scouting program at a Cherokee District
appreciation dinner Saturday.
Veneklasen, an employe of FerryMorse Seed Co., served as scoutmaster in Lincoln Park, Mich., for
niany years before coming to Fulton. At the present time he Is district chairman of leadership training.
Ed Welch of Union City made the
presentation of the plaque to Veneklasen following the banquet.
Nelson Tripp, Cherokee District
chairman, was the master of ceremonies.
Glenn Legate, scoutmaster of
Rives, Tenn., was the recipient of
the award presented on a unit
level. This press-station was by
Charles Walker of Fulton.
Tripp presented an award to the
outstanding woman in the Cub
Scout program to Mrs. Pat McAlister of Union City. This was the
first award of this kind given by
the Cherokee District.
Stanley Pirtle, Paducah butinessman and member of the Four
Rivers Scout Council board, was
the guest speaker. Ile reviewed
scouting in Fulton and paid tribute
to the leaders of the Cherokee Dis-

Fulton High
Honor Roll Is
Revealed Today
The Fulton High School honor
roll for the second six weeks, announced by Principal J. M. Martin,
is as follows:
Seniors: All As - Mike Campbell,
Steve Jones, -Randal Roper: As
and .B's - Ronnie Bennett, Marjorie
Collier. Danny Hales, Harriet Hancock. Buddy Haley, Brenda McBride, Buddy Myers.; Tom Nanney,
John Reed. Jerry Sublett.
Juniors: All A's - Joyce Tucker:
A's and It's - Rita Craven, David
Dunn, Glenn Fry, Michael Gossum,
Sheila Harrison, Cindy Homra,
David Eugene Hughes, Ann Lawson, Jane Sublette.
Sophomores: All A's - Rita
Adams, Susan Caldwell, Cathy Hyland; As and Its - Jen Ray Browder, Terry Dallas, Dee Fields,
Avery Hancock, Charlie Holley,
Joy Jobe. David Jones, Donnie Lohaus, James McCarthy, Patsy
McClure. Kathy Meacham, Nan
Myers, Martha Poe. Stanley Scales,
David Winston, Debbie Wheeler,
Donna Wall, Debbie Wright,
Freshmen: All A's - Karen Rice.
Faye Middle, Karen Treas. A's and
B's - Jan Dumas, Dianne Harrison.
David Ilionra. Cathy McAlister.
Thomas Mos, Sheila Owens.
Clifford
l'oe.lukiewicz.
James
Warren, Mariana Weaks.

;Continued from Page Oned
Shows to go you! If we stopped to
kick at every yapping dog that
barked at us, we'd never win a
race.
An item in 'Turning Back The
Clock" on the editorial page today
is a positive example that if the
wheels of progress are to turn, the
folks behind the effort must be
prepared to meet the opposition
head on, not only with facts but
ploof and figures.
Well do we remember, when we
came to Fulton almost twenty
years ago, the ghastly parking pattern on down-town Lake Street.
Surely you recall the double parking lanes right smack down the
middle of the street, with additional parking lanes on either side of
the thoroughfare. We were shocked
even further to learn that Lake
Street was the route of a State
highway, too!
When action was taken to prohibit parking in the middle of Lake
Street the wails and protests from
merchants were almost deafening.
Luckily they fell on deaf ears, for
the removal of the middle parking
lanes gave the down-town area a
more modern look, thus encouraging more shoppers to come here;
thus making it necessary for storekeepers and employees to give up
their cozy little parking places to
people who came here to buy
merchandise and-do business with
our professional and financial institutions.

ting to our stores and most of all down there setis have "promised
"the ghost town" predicted if the her the time of her life." And you'd
middle-of-the-street parking was better believe it.
removed has grown into one of the
neatest looking, fastest growing
Television And Sleep
towns 'round here.
I wish I could get to the day
when I can watch television to the
wee hours like a lot of people do.
Plying To Rio
Sitting in front of the tube is almost
There's one local lady t-ho lethal, I'm asleep before I know it.
doesn't mind all the rush and I especially wanted to see that
frenzy of the holiday season 'be- marvelous movie "Barabas" all
cause she's going to get herself a the way through. In spite of my
rest that is out of this world, at every attempt, I missed parts of it,
least out of this hemisphere.
but I saw Martha Frank Jolley at
Aline Homra, is going to take a Mary Arrington's Beauty Shop the
long planned trip to Brazil after next day and she told me the endthe first of the year and it ing.
-shouldn't happen to a more deservIsn't it amazing
"the tithe"
ing lady. Aline and her sons have can come up with how
this kind of enbeen engaged in a remodeling pro- tertainment and "Sunset Strip,"
gram for the Leader Store that is too!
as modern and attrattive as all get
out. And remodeling, even the
How many times have you
slightest job, is no small task even
when you're not trying to do "bus- gone through your wardrobe trying
to pick out an outfit for a special
iness as usual."
occasion and declared in desperaAline is going to Rio De Janeiro tion: "I just don't have a thing to
among other places, but her plans wear!" Have you ever wondered
are not quite complete since the what it would be like to make that
trip doesn't come off until the last statement and mean it literally?
of January. Aline has relatives There are a number of persons in

our area who really don't have anything to wear! They do not have
prescutable clothing or do not have
proper clothing for their children
to wear to school.
There is something everyone can
do to help in this situation. The
Clothes Bank is an ambassador of
goodwill, ministering on your behalf to the persons in our area who
need assistance. The Clothes Bank
is always in need of good used
clothing for distribution, especially
clothing for children and teenagers.
There is always sewing to be done,
by which new garments can be
provided at a small cost. Garments
to be made may be picked up at
the Chamber of Commerce office.
Why not make the Christmas season brighter for a lot of people
through your Clothes Bank? Of
course these will be people you will
never see and from whom you will
never receive a personal thank
you. But you will have the personal
satisfaction of knowing you helped.
And Jesus said: "As you did it to
one of the least of these, my brethren, you did it to Me."
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News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
CHINA LAKE, CALIF. Nov. 21
—Gunner's Mate Second Class
Marshal Kimball, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Claud Kimball of 914
‘A'iilnut St., Fulton, Ky., is serving
31 the U. S. Naval Ordnance Test
Station, China Lake, Calif.
The station is the Navy's largest
and most complete ordnance research and development center,
ir.ce its mission is to conduct research, design, development, limit(d production, test, and technical
evaluation of complete weapon
systems, principally in -the field of
rockets, guided missiles, underwater weapons, and aircraft fire
control.

ivilian scientists and engineers
conceive ideas for new weapons
and military personnel provide
SUPPORT LOCAL MERCHANTS I I operational experience and aid in

getting new weapons accepted and
introduced into the fleet.
DONG HA, VIETNAM Nov. 22—
Marine Private First Class Johnny
L. Reeder, son of Mrs. M. D. Ward
of 202 Parkview, Fulton, Ky., is
serving with Headquarters Company, Fourth Marine Regiment,
Third Marine Division, Dong Ha,
Vietnam.
He is engaged in search and destroy missions against the enemy
and a determined effect to win the
people to the side of the legitimate
government of South Vietnam.
At the same time through a constant effort the Marines provide
medical aid for the people and
teach them to help themselves
through better sanitation and
health programs along with other
projects designed to raise the living standards of the Vietnamese.
COME AGAINI
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Butterfield
have returned to their home in Orlando, Florida, after a visit with
Mrs. Butterfield's brother, Gilson
Latta, and wife in Fulton.
AillIgNIMIIIMI=111111.=11111Mir
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It wasn't long after the middle
of the street parking was prohibited that the City Fathers started
talking about parking meters, not
only as a source of revenue, but to
available more parking
make
spaces for shoppers, further discouraging all-day parking by local
people, who didn't quite latch on to
paying 60 cents a day to park near
their places of employment.
You can see how that progressive step was accepted by simply
reading the first item in the column relating the news of 20 years
past.
Eventually the parking meters
were established on Lake Street
and a few other down-town areas.
First thing you know there was a
rapid turn-over in parking availabilities. But oddly enough, each
time the City Council added a few
more parking meters on side
streets, and other business areas,
the loud wails were heard anew.
But to no avail. Now we have
parking meters all over town, the
revenue into the city coffer.
amounts to approximately $10,000.
00 on the Kentucky side. All tha
additional revenue; parking lot
have cropped up everywhere, people seem to have no problem get

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:

Give the lasting elegance of
beautiful furniture. We have fresh new designs to fit
every decorating scheme and a trained staff to
assist you. With each piece, you're
assured of quality craftsmanship.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

GROW iiiTH FULTON I I

ATTENTION --TOBACCO GROWERS!
The first air-cured sale of the season
will be held

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12
IN MAYFIELD
Warehouses are now

receiving air-cured

for these sales.

Jfk
r.

Other sales before Christmas will be held on

11

DECEMBER 15 and DECEMBER 19
BURLEY TOBACCO SALES are now being
held in Mayfield each Tuesday and Friday.

MI YOUR TOBACCO IN
MAYFIELD
Plenty of warehouse space — fast unloading
service and the top dollar, grade for grade.

A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR GIFT FOR LATER DELIVERY

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
PHONE 472-3791

303 WALNUT STREET
GIMINNIMIND

FULTON, KY.

Used Cars
Lide Model Trade-In'
Selection Of Brands,
'Colors, & Equipment
1966 CHEVELLE SS 3%, Bucket seats. consols, 4-speed;
sold row in Fulton; 1
-ironer, Ky. car; new car
trade in
1006 CHEVY II Nova 2-dr hardtop; 6 cyl, straight shift,
radio, white tires wheel
covers, tinted windshield;
white outside, red trim inside; one owner; we sold
It new; Ky. license.
1966 Chevrolet Chess
4-dr.
hardtop, V-8, powerglide,
white wills red Inside, low
mileage, South Fulton car,
we sold It new, traded In
for one with air.
IMO Fairlane 2-dr hardtop 219
VII, column shift, all new
fires, one wintior, low mileNW; green Inside & out;
Ky. car; traded In on now
'67 Chevrolet
1246 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II
2-eir hardtop; white, red
7500
inferior;
around
miles; a real nice car; local, 1-owner, Ky. tag;
traded in on nirw Chevrolet
1245 Cervair Moque Cony. 4speed, red and red Inside;
new car trade-in
1245 Choy Pickup; long wide
bed; Blue, 6-cylinder;
radio, Ky. truck; new
truck trade-in
1245 Mustang 2-dr. Coupe, Rod
outside, TIMAl. Title, One
owner, traded in on 67
Model ChevelS, V8 Automatic
1245 Fero Falcon 2-dr Hf, V-8,
4-speed; Blue; Tenn. ear;
new car trade-In
1244 CHEVROLET Impala 2-dr
hardtop VI, Pg, radio;
white, red Inside, Ky. car;
w• sold It new. Traded in
on '67 C•hyrolet
1964 Chevrolet Impala 2-dr.
hardtop; rod with black
Inside, VI, powerglide,
power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning;
We sold If new; traded In
on new '67 Chevrolet. Oneowner, Ky. car
1144 Clow Biscayne 4-dc,6 cyl.
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 owner
1964 Ford 2-dr tit; automatic,
white; Tenn, ear; new car
trado-In vinyl trim
1101.--Eatelr Chevrolet, •-dr sodon power chlorins and Air;
White with blue trim Inside.
New car trade-in
1244 Ford Galaxy SOO, local car,
double power with air conmileage,
ditioning, low
solid white
1943 PONTIAC Bonneville 4.4r
hardtop; 1 owner, Tenn.
car, sold new in Fulton;
Ps, Pb, air; trade in on.
new Buick.
2-dr. hardtop
FAIRLANE
- NIB
219 VS; straight shift; lo
cal car, icy. tag.
_
Buick Electra 225: 4.-dr.
hardtop; power steering)
and
windows
brakes,
seats; air conditioning.
This car Is fully equipped.
Black color. Local car
with Tenn- license
;.
11/413 Corsair Monza 2-dr 4speed; Gold color, bucket
seats; new ear trade-in
1243 International Scout pickup
4-vitheel drive; Ky.
1243 Pontiac Cony, with power.
new car tradeln
1063 Choy imp 4-dr. V.1, Ph,
air, Ps.; Extra Sharp, Ky.
car; rww car fradeln
1242 Choy Bolalr 4-dr. 6 cyl,
straight; whit*, rod trim,
now car trade-In
1961 Ford Station Wagon, low
mileage, Ky. car, 6 cyl,
Traded In on 67 Specie&
Whit* outdde
1%2 Buick corm. Ps and autoesetk; Beige, big car; new
car trade-in
1242 Impala Chevrolet 4-dr, Pg.
Green; local Ky. car, new
car trade-1n
1241 CHEVROLET Belair 4-dr.
sedan; 4 cyl, straight
shift; whit*, blue inside;
radio. Ky. tags.
1241 Corvalr van, whit*, new
truck trade-in
1241 Olds power ond air, Gray,
New car trade-in
1241 Belot,. Choy. VI Pg;
green; 4-door sedan, Ky. ear
196111 Cher 2-tan truck wIla
heist and Omaha grain bed;
bed & hoist about 1 year
old; Wm truck Is • linte
rough
1119 Buick 4-dr. 14f. Blue, Bs.
Awn, Ky. Car; Now Car
fradmin
1991 Okla 4-dr. ANNA (good
solid car) local, Ky. car.
115a Ford 4-dr wagon Tenn. car
12411 Chevrolet 2-ton truck with
bed less tailgate; good mechanically; Now truck Haase

no

TAYLOR

Browning Hall
To Be Dedicated
OR UTMB Campus
A ceremony for the naming and dedicating of Browning
Hall, dormitory on the UTMB
campus, will be held Monday at
10:30 a, m.
The building, located at the
eastern end of the campus quadrangle, will be named in honor
of former Gov. Gordon Browning during whose administration
It was begun.
Tribute will be paid to the
former governor by U.8. Rep.
Robert A. Everett, congressman of the Eighth District, who
served as his administrative
assistant during his second
term of office.
Dr. Andrew D. Holt, president of the university, will
dedicate the building. Gov.
Browning will respond. MISS
Andrea Day, student president
of Browning Hall, will rive the
welcome following the invocation to be given by Dr. Paul
Meek, chancellor of the Martin
Branch, Wayne Fisher, university trustee from Weaidey
county, will preside.
Following the ceremony a
luncheon for the invited guests
will be held at the University
Center,
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Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1966

FULTON. KENTUCKY

•

I Tax Stamp Repeal
Brings Property
Listing Problems

The Thinking Group At Work

Wetherby Favored
As Chairman Of
Demo Committee
— The
FRANKFORT
Democratic State Central COMmittee Will meet Wednesday at
the Governor's Mansion and
may choose Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby as new chairman.
Attorney Foster Ockerman of
Lexington resigned recently as
chairman to become co-chairman, along with former Gov.
Bert Combos, of Henry Ward's
campaign for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination..

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 OLDSMOBILE F85, clean
car
CORVAIR; buckW wets,
4 write floor, 36,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
62 FALCON station wagon;
automatic; clean
162 NASH convertible; bucket
mats
61 CHEVROLET 4-dr. 6-cyl,
straight shift
61 CORVAIR Station Wagon,
Automatic
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
60 DODGE 4-dc; clean.
60, CHEVROLET 6-cyl; automatic; sharp
60 FORD black 4-door Galaxie,
power steering and brakes;
air conditioning; low mileage; clean
60 CHEVROLET 4-door straight
stick 6-cyl; sharp
59 MERCURY 4-dc; Clean
58 FORD 1-Bird, black, good
condition
ing and brakes; clean; low
'Metro*
SS FORD Fiiirlane MN, 4-door;
sharp
Si DODGE VS, 4-dc; good con'
Milan
autoVS,
57 CHEVROLET
matic, 4-dr.
JEEP Station wagon
56 FORD lit ton pickup; Good
condition
2-ton pickup
1
53 CHEVROLET /
52 DODGE Van
20-15 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
US 46-51 Bypass, North

Area agents work with a well Informed
council which knows the problems of the
people. They make up the "thinking group"
and not the "acting group" but contribute a
key effort. John Watts, second from right,
is the veteran agent of Fulton County. Mrs

Anna Thompson, second .from left, formerly
served in McCracken County but now is In
Fulton. In all 2,300 women belong to 120
organized Homemakers clubs in the eight
counties of the PurclaSe. I he extension
service oroeram dates back to 1914.

Some Legislators I Rippy Named
Favor Session On fair President
DST For Kentucky
Apparently there is a growing DST across the state he would
feeling among some members vote for a special session to
of Kentucky's Legislature that prevent mandatory passage "bea special session is needed to cause of the feelings of the
vote on whether the entire people" in his district.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp of Wingo was
state should go on Ddylight
not at home to comment on
Saving Time next year.
question when a reporter
the
put
will
A new federal law
the entire state on DST next called his home Friday morn•
year unless the legislature acts ing.
Rep. Morgan also revealed that
to prevent it.
Several legislators in West- a poll would be taken of House
ern Ketitueky have spoken out and Senate members to deterin regard to a special session mine if a special session is
in which to consider the DST favored.
Sen. Dee Huddlesida of Elizquestion.
Sen. George Brand of May. abethtown has made a direct
T.
Gov. Edward
field has been quoted as say- plea to
1ing he favors a specially call- Breathitt to take action in ,
ed session to study the ques- gard to whether to call a si—
cial session, it is reported.
tion.
The Kentucky governor replied
"I'm for the people I represent," Brand was quoted as that unless there is a clear
on public sentiment or
sounding
majority
the
seem
"and
saying,
a well-defined agreement. he
to pilfer standard tme."
Sen. Brand joined Rep. Fred does not plan to call the legisH. Morgan of Paducah in voic- lators into session to deal with
ing an opinion that a special the question.
Gov. Breathitt added that thi,
session is needed before DST is
manoatory across the Common- question of state-wide DST is
one of the most emotional queswealth.
Rep. Morgan said that al- tions to arise (Julia& his teria
though be personally favored of office.
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IEN•TENN AUTO SALTS

AO.

"Head/wing" cart be
this 46 OLDS, 2-door Sports
442, with bucket seats automatic
aro., power stowing. Origins!
I tires are still an! Beautiful bi
car trimmed in bLack.

Kea-Tenn Aldo Sales

THIS IS A DEAL!
During the remainder of this month month
You may receive AT NO EXTRA COST a

Calvert City
Plant Announces
Huge Expansion
A multi-million dollar expansion of the Airco Chemicals'
plant in Calvert City was sitflounced Tuesday by Alfred N.
Wohlwend, a vice-president of
Air Reduction Company in New
York.
When the Calvert City polyvinyl alcohol manufacturing
plant's expansion is completed,
then the plant will be the largest such manufacturing plant
in the world, Wohlwend said.
Construction of the announced
expansion will begin shortly
and is expected to be completed by early 1968.
Wohlwend stated the expansion was needed to maintain the
company's sales of polyvinyl
alcohol to textile, paper, adhesives and plastics manufactur-

ers.

In the Calvert City chemical
plant complex. Air Reduction
has established four divisions,
or groups, of manufacturing
plants.
In addition to Airco Chemicals, other divisions are: Airco Sales, Pittsburg Metallurgical Co., and National Carbide.
These existing plants now employ between 1.300 and 1,400
persons, it was announced.

new set of Goodyear whitewall tires on any
Statue Mysterious
used car over $500.00 purchased from Taylor
Chevrolet-Buick Inc., of Fulton, Kentucky.

Jim Rippy Jr., active as an
Obion County Fair director for
the past four years, has been
elected fair president and will
head the 1967 event.
two
Stepping down after
years at the helm of the local
fair group is nil Thorpe.
The election was held last
week during a meeting at the
Davy Crockett Hotel. At that
time Hugh Garrigan was named first vice-president and Ed
viceFritts became second
president. The secretary-treasurer is Woodrow Emery.
Two new directors, James
Harold Abbott and Harold Jenkins, were introduced to the
group. Old directors include
Mr. Thorpe, Mr. Emery, Willie George Dement, Carney
Johnson and Hunter Miller.
The local fair will be represented at the Nashville stale
convention Jan. 28-21 by loca
fair queen Miss Jean Neely
South Fulton, who will be ac.
companled by Mrs. Frederic
Williams.
Mr. Rippy Is the son of
Mayor and Mrs. James L. Ripwas graduated from
py. He

KYONGJU, South Korea—The
Great White Buddha, hidden In
a cave temple near here, is a
seated figure 12 feet high of
atm* different from that of the
cave. The holy place's mystery
Is that the statue, carved in
A.D. 751, is much bigger than
the cave entrance

JIM RIPPY JR.
Union City High School In 1956
and from the University of Tennessee in 1960 with a degree in
business administration. He has
served as a fair director for
four years, the past two IA
second vice -president.
Mr. Rippy served as president of the local Jaycees last
year,

Japan's Satellite
Due Early In 1968
Tokyo University
TOKYO
scientists hope to put a 300in orbit by
"Nipnick"
pound
March 1968. The $336,000 satellite will be lifted on a fourstage rocket from Kagoshima
space observation center on the
tip of Kyushu.

— The It said a nominal fee could
FRANKFORT
Legislative Ewe-arch Commis- be charged for outside audits in
sion recommended today that this connection,
the state find some method of An income-producing transfer
recording the value of propertYiitax is not recommended," Lite
sold after Jan. 1, 1968.
director James Fleming said.
The information now comes "The staff concluded that such
front purchase of federal tax a tax well might not find
3 cents for every xsoo
— ceptance in Kentucky at the
worth of property transferred, present time."
But the federal tax expires in
Also left hanging was the
1968. The statistics. MI property values—which the state probable need for a special leguses for its own real estate tax islative session in 1967 to draw
—would no longer be available, up an act that would permit the
The I.RC report suggests re- state to know all property
quiring that the full sales price values despite the federal tax
on all property be filed with the stamp repeal. The next regular
county tax commissioner before session is not scheduled until
1968.
a deed is recorded.

Negative Groom

Ordinance Against
Placing Handbills
In Or On Autos
Mayfield Police Chief Cletus
Sullivan today reminded merchants and other persons in
Mayfield that a City Ordinance
prohibits anyone placing hand.
bills on or about parked automobiles within the city limits
Several instances have occu
ed here recently in which per
sons have placed such advertisement on cars parked on
public streets and parking lots,
Chief Sullivan said.
The police official said he
were
cases
such
thought
brought about by new merchants and businessmen who are
unaware of the existing Ordinance which prohibits such practices.
"The police department will
enforce this Ordinance," Sullivan said. "All persons, particularly new businessmen in
Mayfield, are warned that handbills are not to be placed on
or about any vehicle parked on
public streets or parking lots
within the city limits."

ROUEN, France (WNS)—FO
the fisrt time in the memory of
local officials, a prospective
bridegroom said "No" instead
of "Yes" when the Important
question was asked during his
wedding ceremony at the city
hall. "I have been a bachelor
for 40 years," he apologized.
"Getting married might jeopardize my harmony with my
name." The man's name
Bonbeur. a French word lot
"Happiness."

Saw You Saw It
Advertised In
THE SHOPPER

otiu Ja91,+ *Lot,
_Acre",
Shoptié'home

Pair Is Charged
In Forgery Case

furnishings dept. at 11
PARK TERRACE

An I8-year-old South Fulton"'
youth was bound over to the
Grand Jury Tuesday and allyear-old juvenile of near Union
City sentenced to the State Vocational Training School at
Pikeville on charges of forgory.
The charges were fled in
with an alleged
connection
attempt to pass a forged check
in a Union City grocery store.
General Sessions Judge Ebb
Gwaltney ordered Eddie Long
bound over to the grand jury
and set his bond at $750. He
Vila freed Tuesday after posting
tail.
The Juvenile, whose name
was not disclosed, was taken
before Juvenile Judge Dan W,
McKinnis and sent to the Pikeville school for an indefinite
period of time.
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GIFT. ANTIQUE &
HOME FURNISHING SHOP
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ter :ribald
- With a refreshing meal
at the Dan Cream!

1411114111kNi

Tis the season for
Iliirbe.que —.Chili —
Burgers —
Fin* Sandwiches

"117

Fabulous Deserts

MEN'S DRESS

OVERSHOES

$2.99PAIR
RordPhrti

tfiltdir

natal:. I

7U11?iJ;1i1
Phone 472-3657
—

Call in service
Where
Your Business
Is A

Thank You, Billy Gibed
Jab.-

:22,1`tt. Taylor Chevrolet-Buick Is Loaded With USED CARS!
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Filing Deadline
For Income Tax
Extended 2 Days
=
;71

7.

▪
7
7
▪

•
_

15 deadline falls on a Saturday.
WASHINGTON
— The In such cases. IRS usually gives
taxpayer who waits until the taxpayers until the next busilast minute to file his yearly ness day to submit returns.
income tax return will get a The biggest change in the uptwo- dey bonus next spring — coming filing period will be in
the filing deadline has been ex- the handling of the returns by
tended to April 17.
the government.
And the Internal Revenue For the first time since it beService said it should be easier gan data processiong operations
for the more than 65 million in- in 1962, IRS will send every tax
dividual taxpayers to complete return through a complete comtheir returns next year because puter check. Only about half
the
the few changes made in the tax individual returns got the
full
form should simplify matters, treatment this year.
not complicate them.
This means a check not only
Changes made by Congress of arithmetic, but also comparithis year in tax laws will have sons of each return with data
on
no effect on the new tax forms. dividends and interest sent
to
For example, the new law the government by a taxpayer's
which permits taxpayers to gi- bank, savings and loan associavert $I of their tax — $2 for tion or corporation.
married couples filing joint re- The computers also are
proturns — to a presidential cam- grammed to shunt aside
any
paign fund doesn't go into effect return on which a deduction
for another year.
seems out of line. These then
The form to be filed out in are checked by IRS personneL
early 1968 for 1967 taxes will IRS said today taxpayers
include a small box to be should begin receiving
their
checked by the taxpayer if he forms and instruction sheets
wants to do this.
just after the first of the year.
Even if Congress should raise A new table has been added
to
taxes early next year, the new the new instruction sheet
to help
forms would be unaffected. The taxpayers figure their deduction
forms filled out in early 1967 are for state gasoline taxes.
It is
for this year's taxes.
based on the approximate mileThe two-day filing bonus re- age covered in a year
and the
sults because the normal April amount of a state's gasoline
tax.

GUIDEBOOK

The top tourist attraction in
Nebraska is Pioneer Village, on
U. S. 6 at Minden, which consists of 22 buildings with more
than 30,000 historic items, all
of which can be seen by walking lens than a mile, most of it
outdoors. It is located 12 miles
south at I 80, at Pioneer Village exit, in south central
Nebraska.

"Playtools to Shape a Child's
World." a guidebook for parenta of
pm-school children, provides direction in developing a creative environment for play. The booklet
explains the significance of play w
a learning experience for the rapidly growing child and tells how
to select the proper playtools to
- encourage the pre-schooler's physical, mental, and emotional development. The booklet is available free
from Playskool Research, Box 3342,
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654.
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Lemon Broiled Chicken

December 8, 1966

Fulton, Ky.

Broiled chicken is one of the
easiest main dishes to serve on a
busy day. Give it a delightful variation next time by basting the
chicken pieces with • lemon butter
sauce. Mix Yu cup ReaLemon
bottled lemon juice, Vs cup butter
or margarine, and Y, teaspoon salt.
Baste chicken generously with this
sauce as it broils. Add 1 teaspoon
ginger to the sauce for a nice flavor
surprise Or add oregano or other
herbs to-the-seuce...It's a quick and
easy meal idea you'll certainly
want to remember.

Curly Hair? Now the Choice Is Up to You
If you're the girl with stubborn
curly hair that won't "go straight,"
cheer up! Thanks to new Curl Free,
you don't have to have curls unless
you want them. Curl Free, a natural hair relaxer with built-in body,
ends the struggle with curls that
won't behave. The process is simple, too. You don't need any fussy,
old-fashioned equipment Curls are
gently "guided" right out of your
hair with nothing more complicated

22 LBS. LIGHT
Built-in adjustable, telemoping antenna for allaround reception.

Fulton, Ky.

Cardigan and slip-over styles In cable
knits, pebble knits, lacy types and bul
knits.
Long and Vs-length sleeves.
Wonderful for gifts. Sixes 34 to 40
le
black, whit* and colors.

'PORTAB
Special! Reg. $6"
WOOL-MOHAIR

141

• Currying Imndle in auraelive, textured leatherette.
High-finish met•I trim.
Lies flat when not in use.
• Duatwealed safety window.

for

White, pink, blue
S-M-L-XL sixes.

COMES EQUIPPED WITH A
PRIVATE EARPHONE TOR
PERSONAL LISTENING!

23-INCH
CONTEMPORARY

CONSOLE

• Sharp brilliantly clear
"Daylight Blue" picture
• Glarejector completely
eliminates glare and screen
reflections
•Ear-pleasing Dynapower
speaker
• New super-sensitive bypower chassis for reliable,
consistent performance
• Keyed automatic gain
control and full power
tuuniformer

Pre-Christmas Savings On
TRIMMED and UNTRIMMED
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WINTER COATS
Save $3"to $59

bow..

$15-00 Val"'

$189.95

esp. wadi shoodisiblii
'Mac 11-homio pima heat
.. raid= isms Warm. pa

$9.89 per mo. (with Scads)
1571TIMITMEff525tEtat

LE,ISOUND,STEREO

111113•••10100. Mak mak
owl imp* la ohm II is W.

$20.00 Volum

8.91t sessi 11111 solos lissse
iwesd wishwarm pis Ishii. 3-

bond,

748111

100% Acetate Tricot Knit

$219.95

•AMMUIPM SUMO
• BALANCED SPENCER SY
• SIAIMPUL COMM

casual, satchel,

Pouch, shoulder strap,
zipper and frame top bag..:
your pick In crushed vinyl, coif,
cut velvet and moan. Slack, Id
meg and antique..

mein shows. foe Ai sessiondlImp amiss isihrel A insil daps*
Melds hi hrrirway. Isms hi doss
10 is 30 mil II as 44.

Washable Shift Gowns
sl 99 and $299
Model
No. /230

2 $900

4.59 soch. or

With Trade
$11.43 per 1110.

LOW PRICE!

[

CARDIGANS

$129.95
Superior viewing and
listening pleasure at a...

than creamy relaxing lotion &a a
comb! Though it's new, Curl Free
is already on the "bestseller list" for
best-tressed girls because they've
discovered that, at last, here ii a
product that really does make hair
curl-proof. Unruly waves and ,wisps
just don't fight back anymotz For
home use, the complete CuiT.Free
kit has everything you'll need to
banish curls—permanently.
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Gift Gloves
• Double

• Single

Woven tfyleas

Cottons
• Seeded Items

of gife-weetky

A grand ameriment
gloves In short, 61141, mid-arm end °pore
lengths. Shack, white, beige, moes,
cranberry, coffee and gold, Stretch sizes
sad WA to MC
ioxismovismou
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P osh'*nod of
machine washable acetate .14•
knit with

Wonderful Wearing, First Quality
SEAMLESS NYLONS,

sh••r nylon

overlay and floral lace trim.
Asserted pastel
colors. ... Sizes
1444-30..
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Murray May Land Major Eli Lilly Plant
The company employes over
16,000, with approximately 5,000
working outside the United
States.
Murray Chamber of Commerce issued the following statement today:
"We are highly gratified and
honored that a company such
as Eli Lilly has tentatively selected Calloway County as the
site for this new and vital plant.
"In keeping with the character of the management of Eli
Lilly we are assured that if
our site meets the specified requirements, that the bulk of
all employes will come from
our community.
"Only the highly qualified technical personnel will move to
Murray. We welcome them. As
?mole of a highly-scientific
background they will prove a
valuable asset to our state."

Site Tests
-To Determine
Final Action
Sc-

MURRAY, Ky.,.
—Murray has been selected tentatively as the site for a major bio-chemical plant of the worldknown Eli Lilly Co.
,
Final selection may hinge only on success of test borings
to determine whether the 200-sere site under option by the company has sufficient water of the
proper quality.
Virgil St. John, assistant director at Eli Lily and Co. Tip'7
472-1651 Open 6:45 PIA pecanoe Laboratories near LaFayette, hid., was in Murray
today to survey the selected
site.
James Johnson, executive secretary of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, said preliminary
site engineering is under way
Wednesday - Thursday
and test borings for water would
begin almost immediately.
Y)
(A-MYSt. John ultimately would be
director of the new facility.
Moses is his name..
More Capacity Needed
stealing Africa is his game!
The Lilly company needs additional productive capacity, said
St. John, and is generally following a policy of building new
plants rather than greatly exlit 110011 WiS
panding existing facilities.
For example, a new manufacturing plant is being constructed at an Industrial park
In Indianapolis, and two others
NORIO' nomur kimmi NTS HMI
are to be built in Puerto Rico.
The policy of plant-site diFriday Thru Tuesday
versification led some years ago
to establishment of the Tippe(A)
canoe Laboratories.
This plant is now considered
to be at the optimum level, both
In number of employes and
equipment.
In considering plant sites, said
St. John, the company will weigh
such factors as availability of
suitable water supplies, access
to sufficient power and raw materials, climate, an efficient local labor force and access to
,•,
principal markets.
Details Later
,!
).10;•;!
/1
)
St. .10m said them will be
no detrils available ea the plant'
until the site survey is complete and the Lilly board of diteeters approves.
The Lilly Company is a worldwide. organization which manu4-AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
factures and distributes pharmaceutical, agricultural, Industrial and consumer products.
Last year, with sales of 8316.6
million, the company ranked
216th among the top 500 corporations in the United States.
Lilly products are sold in
P NAVISIOW•PATHECOLOR
some 130 countries.
it
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MAIL CALL—Soldiers nel er tire of this sound and Christmas mail rates top priority among troops away from home.
SP 4 James R. Bethel, of Holland, Ohio, reads about ne.s
of the home front

WI

Leader Athletic & Sporting Goods Company
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Gifts For Ladies
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Their credo is violence
...Their Cod is hate!
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So nice to own. So pretty
to give. Find the style and
color to match that Holiday robe. Flats, heels.
Plain and fancy. Sizes:
41
/
4-10
REG. $2.00

REAL VALUE,

LADIES' NYLON HOSE

GOWNS AND N's

A perfect gift, so give them by the boo Select from
the most wonted new Fall Shades Sirm. 81
/
4-11

Choose Iron,, wide selection of
fabrics and comfortable styles
in soft pastels and pretty prints.
Sires for all
women

3150
pairs

•••

on

.ar.n t,s,,o,
sic
100% Olt
'ne"100% Cotton,
20% Nylont
SLOW*
SO%
Of
p.i,e,tfy.,$01,di Of go
corn
pon,,e sir
Choose

BEG $3 00

Gifts For Gentlemen

COMPARE

iiiiiFONDA•mcySINATRA

Give several pairs of these lightweight, smooth fitting, long
wearing panties. Elastic leg.
Lovely lace trim. White, black,
c red and pastels. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8.

rt

FOR HOLIDAY NIGHTS

DUSTER e,S
.
s
,
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FANCY PANTIES

GIVE A GIFT OF SHEER LOVELINESS

M

4

100% ACETATE TRICOT

HOUSE SHOES

y
5
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. THE WILD

PERMANENT PRESS

ANGELS

KORATRON" NO-IRON

DRESS SHIRTS

tigui

MEN'S SLACKS

50

Pertmt fit slmks
colors to match any
jacket Easy care
absolutely weer need
pressing. Waist sizes
19.42

Reg. $3.00 Values!
Permanent Press,
broadcloth in white.—

33

BEG $600
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Christmas

time for Old Triersds,
Qood food &
Laughter,Smell Children,
a Tireplatee
is a

and Welcome Gifts by

Just thy;

hoes*. "
REG. g2,00 gi'l

ZuZ.
44'

RAWealth'Seith

* All Wool Worsted
• Teriffic Values At

•

$29.50
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4-4440
Ole Boys!
...and A Gift for
SHIRTS 3(
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CASUAL, COMFORTABLE

,
en

SPORT SHIRTS
65% Dacron Polyester, 35-,,
Comb•d Cotton sport shirts that
never need ironing, in bright tel
and plaids. Sixes,
S, M, L, XL
REG.
$4 EA.

2

$7

— FOR

* Gifts For the Home
FULL SIZE

CLOCKS! CLOCKS!

BLANKETS

CLOCKS

Here's a collection of Rayon
and Acrylic or Thermal blankets
to delight everyone. Give one
to the family this Christmas
Solids in beautiful decorator
colors, or colorful plaids A
greet Christmas volu• for
your horn..

Big, big assortment of electric or batt•ry pow•ried
clocks. Contemporary and
period styles. Novelties. A
clock for entry decor.

VALUES TO $6.00

VAN HEUSEN'
A superior selection of Van Heusen
shirts and sportswear awaits you.
We're sure you'll find something
special for every man on your list.
Corns in and shop or browse
or
just to chat. We'll be glad to see you.

Piens
Suits

•
tne

BEAUTIFULLY BOXED FOR GIFTING

EASY
CREW
'TVS

BIGGEST

TOWEL SETS

VALUES

... A GIFT EVERYONE ENJOYS
REG
$2 0°

%
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HIRSCH'S
c4ov

Carroll
Mitchum Baker

sr.

December 8, 1966

-^

imr Robert

II

Fulton, Ky.

You will like this large assortment
of f•stimly gift-bomd towel site
in a wide selection of colors and
patterns just right for holiday giving

I.

BEST
it

SELECTIONS

fp(

BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
OPEN 1:30 • 6, MON. THRU THUR.
1:30 TO I: FRI. - SAT.

307

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

Fulton, Ky.

December 8, 1966
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Goose Hunting Fabulous
At Olive Branch, Ill.

Arthritis Can
7...-.,. .Be Eased
4 WASHINGTON—Crippling can
I
Lt.i, ile prevented in seven-tenths of
.the cases of arthritis today, ac- -warding to the U. S. Public
2Iealth Service.

by BILL HALL

..t.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

SUCCESSFUL HUNT — Hairy McKee] (left) of Tiptonville
and John Mosley of Troy did quite well when goose season
opened recently at Horseshoe Lake at Olive Branch, IlL

gtv,zwmax.vmv:
MAKE THIS

CLINTON, Ky.,
fiflidqf Sue Phillips, bride lect
y Taylor, was honored
Of
With a tea shower on Saturday
at the home of Mrs. H. W. Roberts Jr. near Columbus.
Hostesses to? the occasion
were Mesdames Roberts, Edd
Calbert, Jimmy Walker, L. B.
Lewis, Larry Harr er and W. E.
Williams.
Guests, w h o called between
the hours of 2 and 6 p.m., were
received by the honoree who
wore a blue and green two-piece
dress of printed s ii k. At her
shoulder was a gift corsage of
white mums caught with gold
ribbon. Also receiving guest s
were her mother, Mrs. James
H. Phillips, her grandmother,
Mrs. R. W. Kimbell, and Mrs.
Marvin Taylor, mother of the
groom-elect.
Autumn tones were used at
the tea table which was overlaid
with brown linen and held a central arrangement of fall flowers
in a brass container. Yellow
tapers burned in brass holders
on either side of the centerpiece and fall colors were repeated in other floral arrangements throughout the house.
Assisting in entertaining were
Mrs. Mike Lee, Mrs. George
Gunter Jr. and Mrs. Nancy Curtis, Mrs. Austin Heide presided
at the guest register.

SOMETHING SPECIAL
WITH

1

ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TV
immediate Delivery I•Good Selection on our Floor to Choose From

Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!

651

And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK

as something different.
Talking with Joe Blakemore, owner of the hunting
farm, I learned that things
haven't always been like this
at Olive Branch. Until the
federal government came into
the picture the geese followed
the river and very seldom came
in the area they inhabit today.
After buying the lake and

INiftwirteMts
,

Vicky Phillips
'Complimented
At Tea Shower

Christmas
1

Out of the darkness came
the cry of the "Gray Ghost of
Horseshoe Lake" at Olive
Branch, Ill.
The morning of the 14th was
the opening day of goose season
in Illinois, with the limit of kill
for the area put at 20,000 head.
Hunters from all over the United
States were in their pits ready
for the first signal for the shoot.
Just before daylight a few
cries could be heard over in
the reservation but, as daylight came closer, the cries
gradual!, swelled until they
almost drowned out any conversation you might have tried
to have with any one standing
around.
Yea, Olive Branch, RI., is
the "Goose Capital of the
World," there's no doubt about
It.
At exactly 6:48 a. m., as if
set off by some mysterious
clock, the flight began out of
the reservation. Amon Reedy
of Troy who guides and hunts
out from Joe Blakemore's hunting farm was in his blind ready

for the first flight. The geese
came over the timber Just
across from Mr. Blakemore's
home and set their wings to
glide right into the line of fire
of the hunters. Some of the
geese came so close to the
parking lot, I believe I could
have killed my limit standing
out In the wen.
It seems almost unblievable
that geese would decoy just like
ducks. Amon and the other boys
working there would blow those
notes that are music to any hunter's ears and three to five geese
would just fall all over themselves getting into the decoys,
not only on opening day but any
day the geese fly. You'd think
that a big bird like that would be
pretty smart, but they showed

GRETSCH and HARMONY
Guitars - Amplifiers - Supplies

WOOD & PRUITT Tv

, Walnut Street
Phone 472-3704
Fulton Wf
li+it4MCMACAV:=AkatAMVXAMVXVIA

especially when you take your
son or daughter and See the
expression on their faces Oar
putting those No. 2 shot* 'UN,something that resemblet •
World War II bomber.
It is said by those hus#ng
at Blakemore's that
r.
Blakernore runs the best gig*
hunting farm in the entire
2:
and, after what I saw,'ce
ly agree.
Yes, the "Gray Ghos
0
Horseshoe Lake" are
and will continue to firr I V.
suggest if you have any id
going this season, you c
Amon Reedy of Troy or:
Blakemore of Olive BOOM
111., and I promise that
have the time of your

limning it into a refuge, the
geese sought refuge in the lake
Itself and come out to feed and
to go to the river to get sand
and gravel for their craws.
These are habits that are natural to geese and you couldn't
stop them now.
I could have taken thousands
of pictures of the area but this
newspaper wouldn't have allowed it but I will say that goose
hunting In Olive Branch is
fabulous and very inexpensive)
as compared to other sports.
Mr. Blakemore told me the cost
Is $10 per man for a hunting
fee and, of course, $15 for a
license — where in the world
could you derive more enjoyment for that kind of money,

AAAAA•tvv%AAAAAAAAAAA•vviAil k

Early

Shop

•••=1.,

for

HIS Christmas
• Hubbard Pants
• Alligator topcoats end
all-weather coats

• Merit suits' and sport coats
• leloyenburg Shoos

• Shield Jewelry end Toiletries

• Arrow Shirts and sweaters
• H-1-5 Sportswear
Hickok and Gem Dandy Belts
• Esquire and Gold Cup Socks
• Dobbs Hats

• Rugby Sportswear

SHOES REDUCED 20%

fitaeloit
"The store for

//tea

WeetAg.

men who dress wills carol

220 Main Street Fulton

i••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SPECIAL PURCHASE
IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

10% OFF ON
ALL SAMSONITE
LUGGAGE!

ORISTMAS
'HMS
rarsitiviiaa eet Isa 184fagIRO Ata

1 Table

area Atit

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Narrow -Brim Sport Hats •
$2 •
•
.98 •
•
•
•

Levis Fleece Lined
g Western - Type Jackets

Men's Sport Shirts
Long Sleeve tlf)
Values To $4.98 bpi.•

5 Ever - Popular Styles
10 Most - Wanted Colors
Full Sizes — Matched Twins-- Fringed
Sculptured — Heirlooms — Thermal
Bedspreads — Lint Free

$5.98 to $8.98

g • Scrub Denim & Corduroy
g • Blue - Green - Tan
g • Were To $14.98

tweinanstamiestwasisatuswek
d

Ladies Dusters
and Housecoats

alit Via AOrag.

BEDSPREADS

‘1,

*ano

------

aga raa rag asssemossassaarra

maessaaas

Men's

• Huge Selection

UP TO

• Newest Styles
* Regularly $4.98

1/2 Price
Reductions
tIONVIta

hatlatiala ASlea raaelameMilauSINS

)1(1

0
Vat

Ma get

BOBBIE BROOKS
"Shagbrook" Sweaters

A

on

1

V-Neck or Cardigan
Reg. $10 Values

'4" 'i

IfieleMeMillialieithesila
,inliallialleillfel

All Men's Ties
Including $2.50
Silk
$1.00

THE LEADER STORE
434 LAKE STREET

•
•

•

KASNOW'S DEPT. STORE
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

your

the
6tter

S. CHOICE CORN FED SPECIAL HAND NC

Wye

U. S. CHOICE CORN FED SPECIAL HAND PICKED

When You Try One You'll Want
To Come
Back And
Buy 3 or
4 More.

4IRLOIN

PL-1'

Pa!e
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One Of These Steaks Makes
Dad Happy

T - BONE

Every Time
Stock Up
Now.

LB.
—
-Fresh Tender

•

Fresh

SORK LIVER
"i•PORK

lb. 39c

lb. 29c

lb. 59c
lb. 19c

;NECK BONES
s

"Double"
QUALITY STAMPS
On
WEDNESDAY

REELFOOT

BACON

12oz.

lb. 59c HAMS 3lb. can $2.99 FRANKS pkg 49c
Our Own Delicious Tasting
lb. 19c I PORK TRIPE

PIG FEET

lb. 19c

BAR-B-Q - PORK

REGISTER AS OFTEN AS YOU VISIT WITH US. Don
'
t
Forget You Could Be The Lucky One.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY DEC. 24th.
AT 5:15 p.m. NO OBLIGATION

1

C RED
POTATOES
With A. Additional
$5.00 Purchase

WASHING

With A. Additional
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobacco Products

lb. $1.25

"Double"
QUALITY STAMPS
On
WEDNESDAY

Register For Free "1967 MUSTANG"

CHEER

POWDER

TENDERAMI HAM lb. 91c

CANNED

Fresh

••••

i

lb. 69c

SWIFT PREMIUM — SLICED

?Fresh Meaty
•MMI.

11K BRAINS

STICK CHILI

(Home Grown Product)

SAUSAGE

Center Slices
Reelfoot

BOX

Excluding Milk and

Plus

Tobacco Productl

U.S.No 1

Quality

10

Stamps

Lbs

PLUS QUALtTY
STAMPS

"ekomusoleem•O• FROM OUR KITCHEN
OCOMA FROZEN FRUIT
r
VEG. SOUP 16 oz.

$1.00

FES

$1.00

PIES
-TAL
iiiirLAC MILK 25c

RADISHES
xtra Fancy
104 BEANS

HOME MADE CHILI 16 oz. 59c

lb. 25c

BAKED BEANS 16 oz.

59c

POTATO SALAD 16 oz.

35c

FULTON PURE MILK

. . . 99c

CUSTARD qt•
CELLO
BAG

65c

CRANBERRY Salad 16 oz. 49c
CARROT CAKE'
If
.

49c

ICE

39c

IndiaitivatriTie Very Best Money Can Bic

YELLOW ONIONS 3 lbs. 29c

OR

Each

10c

18 or.

CREAM 1-2 Gal. 79c PRESERVES Jar 55c

U. S. No. 1

agliiiiieads -

BISCUITS 6 cans 49c
KRAFT BLACKBERRY

5' Cauliflower

?Z.

JUICY FLORMA

OLEO 5 lbs. $1.00

49c

APPLE SALAD 16 oz.

CABBAGE .

29'

Good)
SNOWY
WHITE
HEADS
(Extra
liairaLiteRtiANS

lb. 49c
Diamond

Missouri Home Grown

4
n lb. bag

S

LITTLE ANDY STICK
APPLE PIE Lg.
Fresh

SWIFT'S or TURNERS TOP GRADE

BOILED

Jonathan

•4Red
k
a

59c

BALLARD or PILLSBURY CAN

°COMA FROZEN CREAM
C3for

. .

.

lb.

5c

BABY WALNUTS 2 pkg. 89c

S MET

TANGERINES 4Doz'1" GRAPEFRUIT

INDIAN
RIVER
The Very
Best Money
Can Bur

C
FOR39

.

Como 4 Roll Pak.

TOILET
Cat Life

Baby Ruth — Butter Finger

TISSUE

25c

300 Size

10 for

39c

Gola Lg. Roll

CAT FOOD

10c

iota,Dale 303 Size
tRUN LIMAS

CANDY BARS

PAPER TOWELS

37c

PIZZA CATSUP

COCONUTS

19c

Each

B
. 19c

ROME APPLES

25c

PINEAPPLES

• • • •

lb-

29c

SAUCE

8 oz. can

. .

IN

can

15

Rose Dale 303 Cans

Fresh Ripe
2 for

OLEO

Stokely's Tomato

Large Red 88 Size
Pk. 33c

Hunt's 14 oz.
2 cans

PARK AY

Fresh Lg.

Each

3k

SWEET PEAS

..................._

SHOP E. W.JAMS& SONS
The Store That Brought
Food Prices Down In The
South Fulton Trading
Area.

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE
STORE HOURS
Mon. Thru Thurs 8 to 7 Friday 8 to 8
Sat.8 to 9 Sun.9 to 7

.:

-14

South Fulton Men Win,
Girls Fall To Gleason
South Fulton's men, loaded
with experienced players from
last year's squad,invaded Gleason Tuesday night and took& 5641 victory in their season
opener. The girls didn't do so
well and fell 40-23.
Coach Wyatt Cunningham
this morning said his boys looked better than he had expected
they would after such a short

Practice season. At the half,
SF led 24-18 but blasted their
opponents to the tune of 23 to
7 in the third period to put the
game on ice. In the final
frame, Coach Cunningham got
a look at some of the younger
men.
The Devils starting five
boasts Allan Ingram, his brother, Lee, and Greg Remittal,

CITY DRU
G
BONAZ!Co.
is Having Youz

PHARMACY

all starters on last year's team.
Center James Bransford was a
part-time starter last season.
The new man in the lineup is
David Perry for whom Coach
Cunningham has high hopes.
"Our backup men are pretty
good too, they just lack experience," he said.
Allan Ingram led the scoring for SF with 21 points.
In the girls .game, Gleason
Was leading 18-19 at the halibut
then outshot the Devilettes 17-5
in the third frame. The coach
said his girls made a lot of
floor mistakes and were able M
sink only seven fte1d goals all
night. Their free-throw shooting was off also as they hit only
9 of 27.

"They'll be doing a lot of
shooting in practice from now

on," Coach Wyatt promised.
GIRLS
S. FULTON 23
GLEASON 40
Jones 8
F-P. Floyd 19
Mayhall 4
F-Ray 8
Sutter 2
F-Grissom 2
Netherland'
G-Moore
Forehand
G-J. Floyd
Morris
G-Hatch
Substitutes; Gleason-Gibbs
1, Poyner 10, Suddath, Martin.
Fulton - Vetter, 9,
South
Hamilton, Henderson, Dow;dy,
Powell, Long, Archer, Tipton.
BOYS
GLEASON 41
S. FULTON 56
Batley 10
F-L. Ingram 6
McElhiney 9
F-Perry 3
C—Bransford 8
Verdell 4
Tra villian
G-Hamilton 13
Tuliati
G—A. Ingram 21

BILLFOLDS
DOPP Travel Kits
Every Style
'Yu-Lighters
Made
Medico.
Kaywoodie Pipes Yellow Bole
Kodak Instamatic Movie Projector
and Cameras
Polaroid Cameras
"Swinger"
Color Paks

Colognes For Men
Canoe
Brut
Chanel
Faberge
Jade East
Old Spice
Cricket
That Man

Substitutes: South Fulton —
Ward, Higgins, Mistier!, Algee;

Holt 3. Gleason - Starks 2,
Trevathan 4, Jeter '7, Tuck
Sawyer 2, Sanders, Steel 2,i

Barber.
Fulton Co. 77,
Fulton City 53
HICKMAN, Ky.,'
-Fulton County utilized a zone-press
in the second half here Friday
night to defeat arch-rival-Folios
City 77-53 behind the 40 point
effort of Steve Sheltoy after a
close first half.
The game was knotted 14-14
after one quarter but the Pilots
forged ahead of t h e Bulldogs
32-26 at the half.
The press turned the trick in
the last half as the 5-5 Shelton
put on his great show.
The only other Pilot in double
figures was Marlon Warren with
16.
The Bulldogs' Henry Armstrong topped the scoring for
the losers with 17 points, Mike
Rucklle added 11.
Fulton Cuts
14 26 34 53
Fulton Co.
14 32 52 17
FULTON CITY 0331—Arntatrons 17,
N. Ruddls 11. T. Riddle L Pittman I.
Pickard 2. Owns 4. Stomas 2.
FULTON COUNTY (77)--Bacon C.
Routh 2. Clack /1. Cattle a. Shelton 40.
Ward 3, Warns IS. Parker. Watts.

Fragrances
For The Ladies
Ambush
Channel
Chantilly
Faberge
Coty Imprevu
Lavin
Corday
Revlon Intimate Marie Barker
Evyan
Helena Rubinstei
Max Factor
Tussy
Tabu
Russel Stover
Wind Song
Candies

Aerial Photos
In Demand
WASHINGTON—Aerial photography of the earth has been
used in exploration, land planning; crop, soil and forest inventories; engineering, geology.
geography, hydrography, urban.
area analysis and planning, and
in archaeology.
11 Lead In Fertilizer
LOS ANGELES - California
Is the nation's leading state In
consumption of commercial fertilizers, with 3.2 million tons
used during each of the last two
years. Illinois ranks second
with 2.1 million tons.
Nine other states use a million
or more tons annually: North
Carolinaa, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Texas, Iowa, Ohio, Missouri and Alabama.

Pierce-Harris
Club Names
Mrs. Roberts

India Doesn't Dare
Use Tractors Fully
NEW DELHI — For lack

Plans for the annual Chielstmas party were made at the
recent meeting of the PierceHarris Community Club held
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holman.
Mr. and Mrs. MelvinSbfrgis
were visitors and Mrs. Edward
Halley of South Fulton wasmelcomed as a new member. Mrs. James Threlkeld gave
a report from the nominating
committee and new officers for
the coming year were announced. Serving u president
will be Mrs. J. C. Roberts;
Mrs. J. M. Mayberry will be
vice president; Mrs. Charles

of
spare parts, half of the 40,000
tractors in India are.underutilized, a government official estimates. Small tractors and farm
implements are badly needed
throughout the country, but production of this type of machinery requires special high carbon and alloy steels that India
does not manufacture in quan-

tity.

Fulton, Ky.
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Chinese Regard
Orchid As Queen
TAIPEI—The Chinese call

Pigs At Zoo Tautbir
To Lead A Dog'fiAile

the
orchid the "Queen of Flowers"
and many consider it sacred.
Orchid cultivation first became
popular on Formosa at the end
of the Ming dynasty 350 years
ago. Now more than 2.000 species are grown in Formosa's
subtropical climate.

HOT SPRINGS, Ark.
a zoo here have been
guard home and car, k
carry like a dog and tom. retrieve game in the huntineatielst
One pig was taught to Isttriesul
ducks Just like a dog-of.ibe

pig swims faster.
1.
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Hutchinson, secretary - treasurer; and Mrs, Robert Glasco,
reporter.
After the very delicious

CUAA44DUI2 WITH A

Thanksgiving dinner, crafts
were shown by Mrs. Charles
McPowell.
Mrs. Claire
Collum, in giving her report,
discussed today's advertising
and buying and stressed the
importance of reading labels
to know what you are getting
and what it will do.
The Christmas party for
families will be held Saturday
night, Dec. 17.
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GOLDEN GLOW
Gleaming golden slippers
spark your favorite
at-home looks .. . evening
skirts, hostess pyjamas
and luxurious robes.

Mrs. Kephart

Honoree At
Fulton Party
FL. LION, Ky. - Mrs. Roger
Kephart of Columbia, Mo., nee
Miss Terry Thomas of Fulton,
was the honoree at a party Saturday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Bill Homra, with Mrs.
Fred Homra as co-hostess.
Mrs. Kephart wore a navy
wool shift with gob ci trim, accented with a gift corsage of white
zarnations. She was also pre,
vented a gift by the hostesses.
Refreshments were served
irom the dining table, overlaid
with a yellow damask cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of yellow mum, in a crystal
bowl.
The guest list included Mrs.
Kephart, her mother, Mrs.
Charles Thomas, Misses Judy
Hoodenpyle, Nancy Treas,
Nancy Williamson, Sally Pirtle,
Sara Jane Poe, Betty Bennett,
Margaret Omar, Susan Walker,
Carolyn Fly, Sylvia Carden,
Cathy Campbell, Marie Ruddle,
Martha and Mary Grant DeMyer, Carol Luther, Phyllis Crocker, Carol Dunn, Jane Warren,

Sandra'Callirclliffy-

Mes-

dames Kenneth Bradley, Dottie
Cole, Wendal Wade, Stephen
Finch, J err y Carter, Joe Holloway, Bill Burnette and Guy

Choose the bareback,
the sandal wedge or the
ballet slipper ... in
golden brocade cloth and
mylar. Perfect as gifts, too.

3.99 to $5.99

tyktimero

720 LANE-

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

Fly.

ALWAYS>

/7
We Have Bought In Quantity So We Could Make Your Christmas
Merrier by S-T-R-E-T-C-H-I-N-G Your Dollar Further!
•
•
•
•
4-CYCLE ELECTRIC DRYER
WITH SPECIAL CYCLE
-------- FOR WASH 'N WEARS

IIINUMUMINUMMIIIIMINIONNOILMINIUMMIOMI

•
•
•

IT'S
BRAND
NEW!

LPE-450

HAPPY'S

•

SEE HAPPY FOR

Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
Give Something To Share - - Visit Happy's
GIFT

srzEs

• You can dry everything from
lingerie to
workclothes jtist right every time • 3 heat
selections including AIR • Easy-to
-clean
lint screen • Price includes 1 -year
service

COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly known as Church St.)
— Fulton, Ky. —

111)111111011MMIUM

SENSATIONAL
NEW LOW
PRICE!

69"

ONLY1

VP

111

•

Inc

•

CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation To Ladies

HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE

I

'AKIN
PB-45$

3-CYCLE WASHER
9 x 12
LINOLEUM RUGS

sisl

$3.99

G&H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky
Phone 472-1012
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Fulton, Ky.

Highway Link Proposed
To Pass Through U.C.
A proposed four-lane highway linking Interstate 55 at Dyersburg to Interstate 24 at Clarksville will skirt the southern
shores of Reelfoot Lake and pass through Union City if a group
of West and Middle Tennessee leaders who met Thursday night
In Paris have their way.
Otylon County Judge Dan W. hicKinnis Jr. was one of about 45
periods to discuss methods of promoting the highway link, Mayor
Lawrence Fox and Ben Morris of Oblon also attended
wilie proposed link would
voted to form the Northern Tenleave the Interstate 55 bridge
nessee
well of Dyersburg, turn in a
Highway Promotion
northerly direction to the southCouncil. Two representatives
from each county will be namad
ern shores of Reelfoot Lake,
then rub east to Union City,
to elect =leers and lobby for
Dreaded, Parts, Dover and then
the highway before the state
to Intel:ate 24 at Clarksville,"
Dept. of Highways and the U.S.
Judge
Mania explained.
Bureau of Public Roads.
"Of‘course, this is only a
"These people In Nashville
proposed route," he pointed
and Washington must be acout. "I2 such a four-lane highcarainted with the need for such
way is ilpprovecl, the final route
• highway," Judge McKinnis
will have to to left up to the
said.
U.S. Bureau of Public Roads and
The highway, it was pointed
the bureau's engineers."
out at the meeting, would give
Representatives of six counaccess to such places as the
ties were at the meeting slid
Between-the-Lakes

NHA TRANG, VIETNAM—Army Specialist Fourth Class James D.
Bradley, 20, (left), son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Bradley, Route 1,
Crutchfield, Ky., receives the Army Commendation Medal from Lieu.
tenant Ger 3ral Stanley R. Larsen, commanding general of I Field Force

Children like Kaopectate'
(parents trust it)

December 8, 1966
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State Baptists
Give Up Plans
For Ransoming
SHELBYVILLE
— The
Kentucky Baptist Convention
has yielded to a recommendation by the Baptist Home Mission Board not to raise $37,000
as ransom for 37 Baptist missionaries being held in Cuba.
It The Kentucky group's executive board voted Friday against
'Initiating such a campaign. The
group had passed a resolution
at its state convention earlier
this year proposing the money
be raised.
But the Baptist Home Mission Board, which has direct
'responsibility for the missionaries, said the ransom plan
would be against U.S. State
Oepartment regulations.
Dr. Earold Sanders, executive
secretary of the Kentucky Baptists, said Friday's action at
nearby Bagdad only concerned
the ransom fund and left the
rest of the resolution intact

THIS IS A DEAL!
During the remainder of this month month
You may receive AT NO EXTRA COST a
new set of Goodyear whitewall tires on any
used car over $500.00 purchased from Taylor
Chevrolet-Buick Inc., of Fulton, Kentucky.

Vietnam, during ceremonies at Field Force headquarters, Nha Trang, rangIMUNI11113.1116111111411116MOM VOINDISing PUMA IN111111.11111141115119111111111111141.1111.121PAINSOMIIM
Vietnam, Nov. 14.
Spec. Bradley received the award for m.sritorious service from DeJUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS GIFT - GIVING!
c•mber 1965 to November 1966. "During the developmental stages of

Special Sale On Fine Noritake China

the newly-activ•tal headquarters, Field Force I, Spec. Bradley ... set
up and organized • functional filing system."
The specialist entered the Army in July 1964.

45-Piece Set
Regularly $58.00

His is a 1964 graduate of Fulton, Ky. High School,

)13
k

Special Price:

Esspestati

1
1

""='•
011•••••••••••

$47.50

When diarrhea upsets a member of your family, turn to the
comforting relief of Kaopectate, from Upjohn. It's prompt
acting, soothing and pleasant tasting. Families hive
trusted Kaopectate for more than 28 years. Available in
unbreakable bottles that are at home in your medicine
chest or travel case.

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG

COMPANY
479-2262

t2.5 E.State Line

FAIRMONT

Envoy, Fairmont, Crestmont

a

Patterns
SPECIAL DELIVERY—Neither rain nor snow nor sticky
tongue ...Cub scouts from Pack 109, Goeppingen, German..
mail • Christmas package destined for a U. S. hospital in
Saigon. A postal clerk of the 4th Armored Division's post
office accepts the package from Scouts Harold Kinkier and
William Rama

a

Andrews Jewelry Store

a.

Ly.,....,..,.............,„..............„........„,„....,..,........................
COMMERCIAL AVE.

F ULTON

Take a tr4o down ourAisles ofSavings
SOLID OAK

RANCH STYLED
SOLID OAK

Through the ages Oak has been the Symbol
of Sturdiness . . . Rugged Strength which
defies Time and the Elements! There is no
wood with a longer and more distinguished
history in Furniture-making than Solid Oak!
It is unusually resistant to all clFmatic con-

—Pieces you can add to at anytime. See
these and many others at WADE FURN.

ditions and its close cell structure makes it
impervious to liquids! Colony Coppertone
Oak Furniture in Authentic Homestead
styling has a double-coated hand-rubbed
Irish and all pieces are dust-proofed . . . .

CHEST,

and who doesn't need a
beautiful space-saver Ilk, this'

. and made with dovetenter-Aided .
tailed drawer construction!

ONLY

$52.50

DRESSER...

Distinguished and Charming as well as
useful.
AND ONLY

NO
DEFROST
19 CUBIC FOOT
2 DOOR
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER STORES
211 1/2 LbI
$452.50
FROZE
With Trade
FOOD
N

• Authentic Early American Styling
• Solidly Built Perfectly Matched Pcs. in Hand
Rubbed
Coppertone Finish
• Center Guided, Dust Proof and Dovetailed
Drawer
Construction
• Mar and Stain Resistant
• Mortised and Tenoned Joints

Beautiful SpindleType. Only

and

"*""'dtA
thins :it ;
1;
1 1 v71."'.

411;.;

Men's Sunbeam
Electric SHAVER

Shetland
Floor POLISHER

Dual Control
Electric BLANKET

$4.88

$15.88

$22.50

$13.88

mod
CABINET RADIO

90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH

$20.50
A71,1

$39.9F

BUNK RDS
BEDS

Adjustable
IRONING BOARDS

Admiral AM-FM

$69.95

FREE CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAPPING

FREE DELIVERY • EASY TERMS

DESK - CHEST
Convient Space Saver

$62.50

WADE
119 Like St.

NITE STAND $22.50
DESK
The Rancher, Styled
For Study & Beauty
Alike!

$44.50
Phone

472-1501

'hax/itme co
Fulton, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.
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BEAUTIFUL BARGAINS
*

geoutiliSt

66
ROGUE
2 Dr. Hardtop, 6
Cylinder
Automatic Transmission,
Gold and White

RAMBLER
AMBASSADOR

1.)0

A 990 V8 With Power
Steering and Brakes,
Air Conditioning — A
Beautiful Caballoro Tan

$500 TO $800

SAVE

On These New 66 RAMBLERS

WE WANT ACT!•
NEW, FACTORY-FRESH 1966
RAMBLERS THAT MUST BE SOLD

RAMBLER CLASSIC

770, 6 Cylinder,
4 Door With
Automatic Transmission,
Radio-Heater. Belboa Aqua

IMMEDIATELY

NO USED

CARS OR
DEMONSTRATORS. ALL ARE NEW AND
FULLY WAR RANTED
PRICED TO SELL AT HUNDREDS
OF DOLLARS BELOW STICKER
PRICES,

-.RUH

S

fit1 MilIT
021119

tletormiturreL

pout

Any Time You Want To
Talk
Cars — New or Used —Call

""tin

RAMBLER ROGUE
V8 2 Door
Apollo Yellow and
Black.

RAMBLER AMERICAN

cI

Four Door 440, 6
Cylinder
This One Is White!
_IteleLe/etee 40.e?
DM.
IM

till

RAMBLER CLASSIC
770, Door, 6 Clyinder,
Air
Conditioned, Tinted Glass,
Transmission White Tires Automatic
Sparkling Britannia Blue

Charles King!
YOUR RAMBLER
DEALER

Fulton. Ky.

December 8, 1966
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Murray Firm Signs
Union Contract
MURRAY, K.
— National Work Clothes Rental
Corp.'s Murray-Kent Division
agreed to recognize ;he Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union under a three-year contract.
Announcement was made Saturday by Bill Hall, vice president in charge of the Southwestern Region of the ACWU.
The contract. beginning Jan.
1, provides for a 40 per cent
increase in wages over the next
two years. It stems from hearings brought by the National
Labor Relations Board.
The NLRB lodged a complaint
tis July against Murray-Kent
charging company officials with
threatening employes Involved
In union activities.
The hearings were opened in
Murray Oct. 25 but were recessed after both sides agreed to

try to reach a settlement
Employes ratified the contract
agreement Thursday night.
Murray-Kent took over the
plant April 15 from the Imperial
Reading Corp., another clothing
manufacturer. The new contract, effecting the plant's 325
workers, also provides for increased fringe benefits and acicutional holidays.

TRAILER LOT for rent in Water
CWHISTMAS special! We
bang Valley.
Has hook-up for sewer,
all doer mirrors and mantel
mir- water,
lights; large
rors free of charge within
the WOO per month. garden space.
Fulton and South Fulton corPo
Phone 479-2573;
ate limits. Call your orders rl W. N. Allen, South Fulton, Tenn.
trill
early! Fulton Paint and
Masai CONVALESCE
NT rrEws
compan,
Wheelchairs, crutcnes, Walkers,
Jtc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.
PIANOS FOR CHRISTMAS
Low overhead terms. Reed Music
Maw, Benton, Ky., Route S. Open
evenings, Sunday 1:30 to 7 p. m.
2 New Jamison Medallion
hein.size innerspring matREbUCEI
with Slender-X in tablet or
trepties; Save $10 each
chewing
'gum form. Now availab
-lath
le at
$49.95
_SOUTHSIDE DRUG
1.:itiollywoed bed outfits,
isitattplide with springs,
GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS a beauforst/fluxes — each
_ ti5.00 tiful Hammo
galley wood heater,
nd organ or Wurlitzer,
used
Everet
t or Steinway piano. Call
New Goodies
_1 season
timid-new wood heater $30.00 Mrs. L. C. Logan 472-2405, reprePARIS
— During in$711.$$ sentative for Jaco's
2 aid divans, fair
of Jackson.
termissions in French movie
covers,
each
theatre
s,
usheret
tes walk up and
A
$10.
1 New coal heater
down the aisles selling ice
$S$.11$
New living room chair
cream and candy. Now they
$41.15
There;
Cushion Riser — $2.25 Sq.
have added a third item to their
Yard
2 New hollywood bed
baskets of proffered goodies —
headNe•r sZtVc -boards, unfinished; $10
ladies
stockings. "Emergencies
each or
both for $15.
have been arising even since
the
sell lAtese envied
2-Refrigerators In
mini-skirt came in," explained
werithes
eider, each
the manager of the Moulin
ite.3
$20
Came in and browse around
Rouge Theatre. "Women can
; we
have lots of bareakor net
buy one single stocking In
WAWT AD I
fever..
the
thodl
color of their choice or as many
NA- ,041**t
pairs as they like."

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

Hall-Bowen
Wedding Is
Announced
WINGO, Ky.,
—Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Hall of Wing, announce the marriage of their
daughter, Judith Carol, to Lacy
Edward Bowen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lacy Bowen of Wingo.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed Nov. 10 at 7:30 o'clock
In the evening by Alonzo Williams, minister of Wingo Church
of Christ, at his home in Pa
thcah.

le AUTO - LITE BATTERIE
S
— Reg. $23.95
— Guaranteed 2 Years
Special! SI9.95
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Give "the gift that keeps on giving" from

1

i

$ RCA VICTOR

CASI-1

It will say Merry Christmas all year long!

A

Tat

•

The

L

REEF MOUTHWASH
EEF

10111.1111.11.011111111111111

TELEVISION

[

legal
......
minsiassmaintsamassanalivisnatiltiP

TN* ENDICOTT
Series 011492
•251 tube ((warn!, dial 1
795 VI In. pktunE

•Rectangular RCA Hi-Lite Color Tube
•New Vista 25,000-volt chassis
•New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF tuners
•RCA solid copper circuit dependability

$599.95

$12.95
1111111111alli

EASY-TO-OWN PRICE

COMPARE

in• GREMLIN
V111111 5460

KRYICTOR $01.10 STATE
PORTAKE "VICIROU— MONOGRAM
• Lowest priced automatic
"VIctrole"
.phonograph
•True-track tone arm with
111
universal styhiS
SsigleSSISIMilliatteiHss4 we era ne fax

RUM,WINE,
COLD BEER

t

YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME!

LIOUORs

BEER

*409.00 WA.

Ti,. ACIAIN
1116•11 XI Seel. f12-523
•19. 1.5.(OwersIldlee.)
i.e NE u. pletwe

ei•MII,

[SegeillielLUSIXISWAIIIIIISIIIIMINIIINIUMINIIIIIIIIIIINI

IIIIIIIIM1111111111111111111111111111

1

$9.95

44".. RCAVICTOR.
SOLID

me

FREE ROLLABOUT STAND
when you buy this

tilhE

Enjoy color television with this easy-toown table model by RCA Victor. Glareproof RCA High Fidelity Color Tube for
unsurpassed natural color. Powerful New
fiste tuners and New Vista 24,000-volt
color chassis assure a high level of color
and black-and-white performance.

6-TRANSISTOR
POCKETTE RADIO
FITS POCKET OR
'PURSE HANDILY!

se'
S
By The Bonk
;Or
By ?be Cue

DAVIT

19
"COLOR TV

LIQUOR,GIN,

OUTSIDE SERVICE

minassolmismsmi

RCA VICTOR

P's Liquor Store
—PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

Ti,. ERROVE
ROAl2 Seri.

maiminininermiiimisminuipaiusimisii

•

—CONVENIENT
LOCATION

AM TABLE RADIO
This budget-priced RCA Victor
radio features 4tubes plus tube
rectifier for powerful reception,
4' speaker, built-in loop antenna.

illanellesitig
elesalwittelelleallealeelilenlaearlile1111111441

h Fulton, Tenn.

The IIIILINTLO
59.1.9 CO 225
0211 tub. (ev•rail ales./
212.4 In. Oct...

NEW 21" TV IN
MASTE NCRAFTED GONSOLETTE

Space-saving consolette

MOUTHWASH

E. W. JAMES & SONS
Supermarket
Sout

New iirst.
a

RCA VICTOR
RECTANGULAR
25"-TU BE*
COLOR TV

This coupon expires

rureiter,,e, donSimPY

RCA VICTOR

New!

S'ARVE10

iry -flat
XCIIA 11;GYi

Budget Terms

CRIMP/th

swivils for
dit
04,

STORE COUPON

USED FURNITURE,,

/rgiAg
e
Ii:

to Plies

19c, $109 or $1.39 Sizes

CLEAXEST

8-00 A. M.
TO
II:30 P. M.

11111.11111111H11111eli

BEST
aPd i

Open Daily
Until Christmas
From

I

WADE'S USED

Furniture Store
Fulton •
Phone 472-3421:

NIGHT OWL
HOURS

19" SPORTABOUT TV

STATE TOTAL SOUND -dill
.'

OP. STEREO
11I '. .,.,
1.•on Matching Rol/about ilas.
1

%I.

The MONZA
VORCI7

• Two 9' oval duo-cone speake
rs
• Solid State dual channel
amplifier
Met1.41111111111111111111111

PHONE 472-2131

HAW= HIGHWAY

K. P. DALTON, SR.

rant KT.

K. P. DALTON, JR

WE SERVICE
EVERYTHING

• Precision StudiometIc changer
tilts down for easy access

G H Discount Furniiure
4th and My. Ayes. Fulton, 11)1
Phone 477-1012

$99.95
Free Delivery
Free lastallaties
Free Service

Fulton. Ky.

December 8, 1966
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YOU CAN COUNT ON US

"944\
,

IN THE BATTLE AGAINST HIGH FOOD COSTS!

L.

Piggly Wiggly has ALWAYS maintained a pricing policy bringing you the finest
quality foods possible at the lowest price possible.
It's not the "specials" that count. It's the day-to-day, week-in and week-out food
prices that make the difference in your food budget NO food store can price their
merchandise consistently lower than Piggly Wiggly and stay in business. Piggly
Wiggly's policy of insistence on top quality, our selection of national brand merchandise — the brands you know you can depend upon — insures you of the most for
your money.

Piggly Wiggly for CONSISTENT savings

PLAY LUCKY BINGO!

Shop Piggly Wiggly for CONSISTENT economy ...
efwe

—011ie—S11111.-- Pe'

woo

vow.

,1J
5.

11

U.S. Gov't.

$5.00 Purchase Excluding Milk and Tobaccos

S110
Catsup

HUNT'S
3 BIG
26 OZ.

"Hurry Marge, let's get
another LUCKY
BINGO TICKET
I feel lucky today."

•
t
hal
n'
e
or
• Ea

$100

'14
1:4
- Leal

Jii

Coffee

FOLGERS

',JAN 69'

Planter's Peanut Butter 2- 18 oz.jars $1.00
Planter's Cocktail Peanut 4-6 oz.cans $1.00
Armour's Treet
2- 12 oz. $1.00
EGGS Grade 'A' Med.

FRYERS - Cut Up - Tray Pkg._lb. 29c
Barbecue Chickens
lb. 5k
Chicken Back and Necks
lb. lk
Spare Ribs lean and meaty
lb. 5k
Fresh Pork Brains
lb. 3k
Chicken Livers
lb. 79c
Fresh Pork Liver
lb. 3k

la 49c.

Fins
BOSTON Butts Fer
B-B-C1

Ii.14,1.0

Pride Peas
6- 16 oz. cans $1.00
Pride Tomatoes
6- 16 oz. cans $1.00
M Mallow Cream hip o he 5-16 oz. $1.00
Sweet Potatoes knife &fork 5-29 oz.cans$1.
Haase's White Tunt Fish 3-7 oz. cans $1.00

LB.

1.•

Lb.
CAI4
•••

I.tail

to 14

Whole

2

Strawberry Preserves _ 3- 18 oz. jars $1.00
)
4 11 Pineapple Mandalay 5-16 oz. _ cans $1.00
•41:
-44
Hunt's Fruit Cocktail 5- 16 oz. cans $1.00
11
Hunt's Peaches
4-29 oz. cans $1.00
Bartlet Pears
3-29 oz. cans $1.00
401
1-47, Joan of Arc Kidney Beans8-15 oz.cans $1.00
eag:
5- 16 oz. cans $1.00
11 Pride Corn
t•

Inspected

WIN -tr'c' $80 CASH
$120 in AWARDS
PLAY LUCKY BINGO
As an adult sssto.e, ys are issued only 011e master —Lech!
Siege" car/.. When you have termed ia a wipesg card. yea will
rece:ve Portlier card. As ae Pelt customer you will alp receive
a "Lucky Siege" ticket each time yea visit oar store.
lii
pa:chases art Of(etelfy
PA to kel will le a mystery chip.
T, !Odds' side if the chip wilt
a male,. Oleo a Pr
ler appears, simply lose rt the clip O the master —tacky Slip
card over the marching ampler. Yon costume to de this Pill
you have a complete
horisptal, vertical Of appeal.
Vas thee have a win.; ember aid may feline the card to oaf
store for vertifica tiro, an after titling a conest aid receipt
form. you receive the award for the straight time of embers
yoe have completed. Save all duplicate and estra imalsen pa
may hare. lo start a aew card. There is Ise limit to the
iambi, of times pit fia WIC fach time you will, po will he
fives a lie• master Aschy lisp

Cifi.

NO
OBLIGATION
TO BUY
MIKIS ONLY!

HAWL lb. 39c

131CON1b.59c

Armour's Franks
Pork Steak
Morrell Bacon

12 oz. Pkg. 49c
lb. 59c
lb. 6k

Hamburger

;;
11
F

Pork Cutlets
Fresh Neck Bones
Fresh Pig Feet
Bologna Old Fashion

Lay
con

39c
lb. 69c
lb. 23clb. Z3o
lb. 39c

MANY, MANY
Florida

Dos.

U. S. No. 1 Red

20 lb.
WINNERS!

TANGERINES 29c POTATOES bag 69c
Florida Sweet

5 lb. bag

ORANGES _ .39c

Pinto or Northern 4 lb bag

BEANS

.. 49c

Fresh

Golden Ripe

COCONUTS ea. 1k

BANANAS

COM E Ight912 (72' Y(9627e"AT YOUR FRI EN DLY

IGGLYVIGGLY

Acres of F-R-E-E
Prices In This Ad
Parking
Good Thur. Dec. 8th. thru Sat. Dec. 10th

rve The Right
To Limit

Store Hours 8 till 9 p. m.
8 days 9-7 pm.Sundays

1k

Plymouth or
Solid Country Style

OLEO 5th. $1.00
In it.,
Max Ihl

